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1 Introduction

Ion Implantation is one of the crucial steps in a semiconductor process flow. In

current CMOS technology, there are at least five fabrication steps which utilize implanta

tion: well formation, channel stop, threshold shift, dual poly implant, and source/drain

implant. Thin film transistor technology adds two more implantation steps: hydrogena-

tion and poly grain size control. Conventional beamline implantation excels at dose con

trol and uniformity, but has low implant currents especially at low implant energies.

Current trends of larger wafer sizes and large arrays of thin film transistors exacerbate

the dose rate requirement. For instance, a 10^®/cm^ doping of a 500mm x500mm sub

strate with a 10mA conventional implanter demands over 400 seconds/substrate, yield

ing a woefully low throughput. Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation (PHI) is a promising

alternative for high dose, high throughput doping, requiring less than 10 seconds for the

same implant.

PHI is a novel implantation technique which immerses the substrate in a plasma

containing the implant ion species (Figure 1-1). Applying a high voltage negative bias to

the substrate accelerates and Implants the plasma ions. If wafer charging is a concern,

the bias is pulsed, and an off time follows each implant pulse, allowing the plasma elec

trons to neutralize the deposited positive charge.

Pill's main advantage is the high attainable dose rate. Since the plasma sur

rounds the entire wafer, the whole wafer is implanted simultaneously, yielding an implan

tation time independent of wafer size. The implant time for a 300 mm (12 inch) diameter

wafer is the same as an 200mm (8 inch) wafer. This contrasts sharply with conventional
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Figure 1-1 Concept of Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation

Diagram of Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation. An ECR source generates a plasma containing the ion implant
species, which flows from the source into the main chamber enveloping the entire wafer The substrate bias
extracts, accelerates, and implants the ion species.

Implantation where the implant time scales with the square of the wafer radius (Figure 1-

2). For comparison, typical Pill dose rates can exceed 1mA/cm^ over the entire wafer,

while an extreme high beam implanter current achieves 100mA, which when divided by

the wafer areayields thecurrent per cm^ [1-1,1-2]. To the first order. Pill would befaster

for wafers larger than 4.5 inches.

Due to beam optics, conventional implantation currents deteriorate sharply at

lower Implant energies, below 10keV. The Ions are usually extracted at tens of kllovolts

and then decelerated to the required implant energy [1-3]. Besides introducing implant

energy spread [1-4], the deceleration reduces beam currents significantly. This limita-
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Figure 1-2 Implant Time Comparison
SincePIII implants the entirewafersimultaneously, theimplanttimeremainsconstant

irregardless of wafer size. Incontrast, with conventional implantation, theimplant scales with
the square of wafer radius. The difference between the two becomes drastic at larger wafer
sizes.

tion has led semiconductor manufacturers to look for alternatives for low energy implan

tation.

Beside dose rate, Pill has many other advantages. Since the entire wafer is

implanted simultaneously, a Pill machine does not require beam scanning mechanisms.

As shown in Figure 1-1, the machine contains no mass separation unit or a long acceler

ation tube, simplifying the machine design and maintenance. The machine Is extremely

flexible, fully scalable, and cluster tool compatible. Because the Pill machine is not spe

cific to just implantation, it doubles as an etcher or a low temperature CVD. In principle,

processes that include a pre or post implantation etch or deposition are possible all in

one machine without breaking vacuum.



The applications currently under development are shallow junction formation [1 -5

-1-8], SIMOX formation [1-9-1-18], trench doping [1-19,1-20], palladium doping for

copper plating [1-21,1-22], and metallurgical hardening by nitrogen Implants [1-23,1-

24,1-25].

A multitude of Issues need to be Investigated before full Pill Implementation.

Understanding the relationship between substrate bias voltage. Implant energy and dose

rate, the mechanisms of gate oxide charging, and the extent of the Implant energy

spread are main concerns. This requires optimization of the plasma with respect to the

Ion density, electron temperature, floating potential, plasma potential, and the substrate

bias variables of pulse width and pulse frequency.

To accomplish these goals, a Pill model has been developed that solves physical

equations to predict the Implant current and voltage. Coupling the Pill model with a thin

oxide tunneling current model, allows calculation of plasma charging damage. The sim

ulation then helps resolve the Implant conditions for minimal oxide damage. Finally, the

model predicts the ion implant energy spread for varying Implant and substrate condi

tions, and estimates theoretical limits for the energy spread with Pill.
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2 Plasma Immersion Ion

Implantation Setup and System

2.1 Berkeley Pill Reactor

A schematic of the Pill reactor developed in the Berkeley Plasma Assisted Lab is

shown in Figure 2.1. The overall machine length is 128 cm, with a width of 50 cm. Per

manent magnets line the outside ofthe main chamber forming a magnetic bucket that

confines the plasma, minimizing wall losses and improving plasma uniformity. A stan

dard dual system of a diffusion pump and turbo pumpwith automaticcrossover attains a

base pressure near 1 microtorr. A 1500 watt ASTEX 2.45GHz microwave source sup

plies the powerfor plasma generation. The microwaves travel through waveguides, a

3-stub tuner, and finally couple to the machine through a quartz glass. Two electro-mag

nets, in a mirror configuration, generate the required magnetic field of875 gauss for elec

tron cyclotron resonance at 2.45GHz. The waferholder handles wafers up to 12 inches

in diameter, and slides from anywhere between 20 cm and 45 cm away from the source

chamber. Wafers are either loaded from the top or from the back door. Theoretically, any

gas source can be used as an implant source, but currently BF3, He, Ne, SFe, N2, H2,

SiF4, CF4, O2, H2O, and Ar are available on the system.

2.2 Diagnostic Tools

A varietyof diagnostic tools are available, and have access to the machine

through 10 side and 9 back portholes. A baratron measures pressure from 0.1 to 50

mtorr, while an ion gauge measures from 0.1 to 1000 microtorr. BF3 pressure measure

ment with the baratron proves inconsistent, necessitating the use of the thermocouple

II
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Figure 2-1 Schematic of Berkeley Pin machine

The Berkeley PHI reactor uses ECR remote plasma generation in the source chamber. The
plasma diffuses from the source to the main chamber and immerses the wafer. The wafer
assembly slides fore and aft, controlling uniformity and ion density. Permanent magnets confine
the plasma improving uniformity.

gauge reading from the turbopump. Figure 2-2 shows thermocouple calibration curves

for Arand BF3. Argon was calibrated against the baratron, while BF3 was calibrated with

an ion gauge. A mass spectrometer maps the mass and energy of the ions, while a

Langmuir probe is used to extract the electron temperature, electron density, plasma

floating potential, and the plasma potential. Finally, an optical emission spectrometer

12
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Figure 2-2 Thermocouple Pressure Calibration Curve
The thennocouple readingfromthe backof the turbopump correlates to the chamber pressure,

and is calibrated for Argon and BF3. The good fit validates interpolation.

plots the photon intensity as a function ofwaveiength, which can be correiated to the per

centage of different ions in the plasma.

2.3 Pulsing System

Figure 2-3 depicts the PHI pulsing system. A6kV/100mA power supply and a

pulse generator connect to the 25kHz/6kV modulator. The signal travels across a trans

mission line containing various matching elements, terminating at the wafer holder. A

high voltage probe connected to the wafer holdermechanism monitors the implant volt

age, while a Rogowski loop around the signal line measures the AC current. Various cir

cuits shunt the transmission iine to ground for matching and protection purposes. A

reverse-biased diode circuit prevents the linefrom going positive, whiie capacitor/resistor

13
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Figure 2-3 Pulsing Network

The PHIPulsing Network including thematching network andfaultprotection circuits. The switches route the
signalthrough the 6.6:1 transformer. The faultprotection circuiuypreventpositive voltages on the lineor
voltages morenegative than theHVPower Supply. Thevariable resistor controls thefall timeof thepulse, with
lower resistances shortening the fall time.
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circuits control the signal bounce. The modulator performs best with a 50 Q terminating

impedance, but since the impedance ofthe line depends on the plasma parameters, the

matching network can not be optimized for all conditions. Typically, with the matching

network shown, the fall time (defined as the time until voltage decays to 200V) is -14.2

microseconds. When the modulator shuts off, it turns into an open, not a short to ground,

forcing the capacitors to discharge through the lOkQ resistor (3 x 3.6kQ) or the plasma.

Adding a shunt resistordiminishes the discharge time significantly. In Table 2-1 the shunt

resistor reduces the fall time from over lOps to below 1|is. The 50CI resistor performs

Table 2-1 Shunt Resistor Effect on Pulse Fall Times

Shunt

Resistor

(Ohms)
Match 1 Match 2

Fall Time

(iAS)

none yes yes 14.2

50 (only 3kV) yes yes 0.12

270 yes yes 0.72

270 no no 0.40

best, but for some reason the maximum pulse voltage is capped at 3kV. The 270O. resis

tor, without either match network, performs next best but suffers from signal bounce.

The shunt resistor draws extra current that becomes restrictive at high pulsing fre

quencies.

V.
T = —EHl£Ef f
Sh W P

(2-1)

where Uh. Rsh. W. and fp are the extra current drawn by the shunt resistor, the shunt

resistance, the pulse width, and the pulsing frequency. In light of the 100mA limit of the

power supply, a 270a resistor wastes 50% of the total current capacity of the power sup-

is



ply for a 6kV implant at a duty factor of just 2.25% or 2.25kH2 with 1p-s pulses. There

fore, a short fall time must be balanced with maximum pulse frequency.

16



PIII Coupled Plasma Model

3.1 Introduction

To properly model PIII, the plasma, the IC structures, and the substrate bias must

all be accounted (Figure 3-1). The plasma model determines the plasma ion and elec

tron currents to the wafer surface, and the ion impinging energies. The IC structure mod

els calculate all the voltages and currents present on the wafer device structures,

especially the gate oxide voltage and tunneling currents. Finally the substrate bias

model drives the implant. Solving all three models simultaneously, and allowing them to

interact, forms a complete picture of the PIII system.

3.2 Plasma Model

The plasma model calculates the time dependent plasma currents consisting of

four main elements.

^total ~ ^se ^disp
where Itotai. 'i' Ue. U. anci Ijisp. are the total plasma current, the plasma ion current, the

secondary electron current, the plasma electron current, and the plasma displacement

current.

To calculate the ion current, the sheath thickness as a function of time must be

known. Chester [3-2] first determined the flux of ions from a moving sheath region, while

Scheur et al. [3-3] and Lieberman and Stewart [3-4, 3-5] extended the model to PIII.

Several simplifying assumptions make the calculations tractable. The nominal implant

pressure is 1 mTorr, which results in a low energy ion mean free path for Argon of -3 cm,

17
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The three sections of the PIII model: Plasma model, IC stiucmre model and the Substrate bias.
The Langmuir Probe provides all the parameters for the plasma model. The PIII model is
inherently modular, and accommodates more complicated structures simply.
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and a mean free path of ~14cm at 10keV [3-8]. With a typical ion density -10^*^ cm"^

the maximum sheath width for a 10kV/ Ips pulse is -2.4 cm. Since the sheath width is

typically less than the mean free path, the sheath is assumed collisionless. During the

implant pulse, the ions travel across the sheath in ~100ns, less than the nominal 1|is

pulse width, allowing for the accelerating field to be assumed frozen during transit. Com

bined, these two assumptions implythat the ions bombard the surface with the instanta

neous bias potential. A Quasi-static Child Law sheath is assumed to exist for the entire

pulse duration, since it forms in the order of tens of nanoseconds, much less than the

pulse width.

By applying these assumptions, the governing equations can be derived [3-4]and

are summarized here. Since, the plasma ion current density (Jj) satisfies the Child Law

for all time,

, 4 ,2q
i 9 ^2 ' '

where q, Vq, M, s are the electroniccharge, applied voltage, ion mass, and sheath width

respectively. The flux crossing the sheath boundary also defines the ion current,

where nj is the ion density, and Vg is distributed sheath velocity for ECR plasmas.

Combining Equation (3-2) and Equation (3-3) results in a differential equation for

the sheath width.

ds 4 2q
-7—

Solving Equation (3-4) for the sheath width, and plugging this result into Equation (3-2)

determines the ion current as a function of time passing through the substrate.

19



Implanting ions with high voltage ejects secondary electrons, which the large

sheath potential accelerate away from the wafer surface, thereby amplifying the total

positive current,

= Ji(l+Y(Vi)) (3-5)

where J+ is the total positive current density, and y(V|) is the secondary electron yield as

a function of ion implant energy. The secondary electron yield for Aluminum has been

determined [3-9]:

Y=kjv: (3-6)
where k is an empirical fit parameter. For Al, k « 0.0696. En [3-10] contains yields for

other substrate materials. For Al, secondary electrons exceed the positive ions for volt

ages greater than 200V, while for a 10keV ion, y is near 7. Therefore, secondary elec

trons dominate positive charge deposition, and must be included in considering gate

oxide charging.

To simplify the plasma electron current, a single temperature Boltzmann distribu

tion is utilized. With Boltzmann electrons, the plasma electron flux to a surface is:

-(Vp-Vs)

h = (3-^)
where v©, Vp, and Vs are the electron velocity, the plasma potential, and the surface

potential, respectively. If the wafer surface voltage is more positive than the plasma

potential Equation (3-7) is no longer valid, and J© is capped at . One situation

where this may occur is with dielectric implantation just after the fall time (see section 4.5

on page 42).

Lastly, both the displacement current due to the changing sheath potential and the

displacement current due to the changing sheath capacitance are included.

JdispW =Cs(t) •i(V3(t)) +V3(t) •|̂ 3(t) (3-8)

20



where Jdisp. Cg, and Vg are the displacement current density, sheath capacitance, and

sheath voltage. Displacementcurrents emerge during large applied bias voltage swings,

which occur duringthe rise and fall times of the pulse. Displacementcurrents are usually

negligible, but may become important forfast pulsing frequencies and RF wafer biases.

Equations (3) - (8) form the fundamental equations for the Pill Plasma Model.

To solve the above equations simultaneously requires measurement of several

plasma parameters: ion density (nj), electron temperature (T©), plasma potential (Vp)

and floating potential (Vf). All of these values can be extracted from a single Langmuir

probe measurement. Previous experimental work demonstrates that this plasma model

accurately determines the plasma currents [3-1, 3-6].

3.2.1 Wafer Structure Models

Modeling gate oxide charging requires the combining of the plasma equations

with the mathematical descriptions of the device structures [3-1, 3-6, 3-7]. Most structure

models are built from simple models of resistors, capacitors, inductors, diodes, and tran

sistors. The thin gate oxide model consists of a capacitor in parallel with the Fowler-Nor-

dheim and Direct tunneling models (Figure 3-2), which are known to be the main

charging damage mechanisms for thin gate oxides [3-11]. A buried oxide layer or dielec

tric substrate is modeled as a capacitor in series with the substrate bias. The well model

consists of a diode with a parallel capacitor, which includes both junctionand transit time

capacitances.

3.2.2 Substrate Bias

The substrate bias is included in the model by specifying a voltage or current

sources. Non-ideal source effects are easily included by adding in transmission lines,

intemal source resistors, transformers, and the like. All the simulations in this paper uti

lize an ideal source.
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Figure 3-2 Gate Oxide Model

Thegateoxide model includes a c^acitor inparallel with both theDirecttunneling andFowler-Nordheim
tunneling models. If X,, < 3.2V, direct tunneling applies, if V^x > 3.2V Fowler Nordheim tunneling dominates.
K] and K2 are constants.

3.3 Coupled and De-Coupled Models
Under the full implementation, all the elements of the model interact and all the

currents and voltages are solved simultaneously (Figure 3-3). The only interaction

between the wafer structures and the substrate bias with the plasma Is through the sur

face voltage of the wafer. If it can be assumed that the surface voltage of the wafer is

equal to the applied bias, then this full interaction is superfluous. Inthis case, the plasma

currents, except for Jg, and substrate bias can be solved independently of the wafer

structures (Figure 3-4). The plasma electron current must always be solved in conjunc

tion with the wafer structures, since J© is sensitive to fractions of a volt differences in sur

face voltage. The onlysituations that necessitate a fully coupled model are when the

substrate contains thick dielectrics, typically greater then 5|im, which occur with buried

oxide layers or dielectric substrates.

With the fully de-coupled model, the plasma currents, except for J©, are indepen

dent of the wafer structures, allowing the creation of a library of plasma conditions and

substrate biases. Then, for each wafer structure setup, the library is accessed for the
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Figure 3-3 Fully Coupled PHI Mode!

The Fully Coupled PHI Model solves the sheath, plasma currents, surface currents, and surface voltages
simultaneously. Thisis imperative when high impedance devices existin thesubstrate.

plasma currents. Thestorage of plasma solutions and the de-coupling of the differential

equations, allows for up to a magnitude increase in computational speed, while maintain

ing accuracy. Appendix B elaborates on this concept with an example.

3.3.1 SPICE and MATLAB Implementations

We have used two different computer programs for implementing the Pill plasma

model, the circuit simulatorSPICE and the general purpose matrix solver Matlab. Each

program is better suited for different simulation conditions.

Since SPICE is a full circuit simulator, it already contains all the models necessary

for the wafer structure models and the substrate bias. It is quite easy to add more

devices or complexity to these sections of the model. On the other hand, the implemen

tation of the differential equation in SPICE is cumbersome, and sometimes experiences

convergence difficulties.
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Figure 3-4 De-Coupled Modular PHI Model

In thede-coupled approach, thesheath thickness and theplasma currents, except Jg, are solved independently of
the waferstructures, allowing a magnitude increase in computational speed. The de-coupled methodapplies when
the surfacevoltageis nearlyequal to theappliedbias, implying a conducting subsUrate. The presenceof a
capacitive substrate precludes theuseofthede-coupled model. Thesheath and plasma currents solutions arestored
ina library, allowing them tobe computed only once. Then, foreach different wafer structure set-up, thelibrary is
accessed for the plasma currents. 24



Matlab contains an extensive library of differential equation solvers. If one

method does notconverge, it is trivial to switch differential solving methods. Since Mat-

lab does not include electrical models, these must be programmed in, which becomes

laborious for complicated circuits. Matlab also works best in the de-coupled mode, and

has an extensive collection offile storage functions, that makes the construction of the

plasma solution library seamless.

In all, SPICE solves the coupled model best, and allows easy introduction of com

plicated wafer surface structures and non-ideal sources, while MATLAB excels with the

de-coupled model, and the construction of plasma solution libraries.

3.4 Conclusions

Combining a plasma model with models for the waferstructures and substrate

bias forms a complete picture of Pill. The plasma model consists of physical equations,

and contains only physical parameters suppliedfrom a Langmuir Probe measurement.

The Plasma model computes the ion current, plasma electron current, secondary elec

tron current, and displacement currents. Fortypical implant energies, secondary elec

tron ejection dominates the positive charge deposition and gate oxide charging. Afully

coupled model, where all currents and voltages are solved simultaneously, is necessary

with high impedance substrates, while a de-coupled approach applies to all conducting

substrates. The SPICE platform excels at solving the fully coupled model and at incorpo

rating complicated surface structures, while the Matlab platform performs best in the de

coupled mode. In all, the plasma model fully characterizes the implants, predicting

implant energies, dose, surface currents, and gate oxide charging.
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4 Ion Implant Energy Spread in
PHI

4.1 Introduction

Implant depth and profile prediction and simulation are necessary tools for users

of implantation systems. With PHI, the unavoidable energy spread complicates profiling

simulation. In contrast, conventional implantation has a minuscule energy spread.

Assuming a collisionless plasma sheath, there are three main sources of energy spread

in a PHI implant: the rise time and matrix sheath formation, the fall time, and voltage

buildup on the substrate surface. Depending on the implant conditions either one of the

three sources will dominate the energy spread. This chapter describes the sources of

energy spread and some methods for estimating the implant energies.

The general definitions for a pulse implant are shown in Figure 4-1. Rise times

are generally fast, and are less than 50ns for many pulsers. The fall time is usually con

siderably larger, and may range from less than a microsecond to tens of seconds,

depending on the pulsing network. The on time for typical implants ranges from a micro

second to tens of microseconds. All the simulations in this chapter use an Argon

plasma.

4.2 Matrix Sheath Implantation

When a pulse is coupled to the plasma, a sheath, named the matrix sheath, devel

ops on the time scale of the reciprocal of the electron plasma frequency (usually greater
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Time

Figure 4-1 Definitions of Pulse Parameters

A typical voltage pulse showing the definitions of therise time(t,), the on time(lon)» and the
fall time (tf). The maximum voltage isdefined asVpuijg, Formost pulsing systems the rise time
is much shorter than the fall time.

than 1GHz). Integrating Poison's equation twice, with uniform space charge, the width

of the matrix sheath is:

m

9p V
0 pulse

qnj
(4-1)

where s^ is the matrix sheath thickness. Once the plasma density and the voltage pulse

are known, Sm becomes constant. All the ions uncovered by the matrix sheath do not

implant with the full energy (defined as Vpuise). but rather with the energy determined by

the voltage distribution in the matrix sheath, which maybe calculated from Equation (4-1)

by substituting xfor s^, where x is the distance from the substrate, and V(x) for Vpuis©.

Inorder for an ion to implant with the peak energy, itmust travel across the entire sheath.

Forexample, an ion that happens to be half waybetween the edge ofthe matrix sheath

and the substrate, will implant with Vpuise/4, rather than Vpuig©-

During the pulse, the sheath expands from the initial matrix width to the steady

state full Child law value (Equation (3-2), Figure 4-2). Along the way, the sheath uncov-
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Figure 4-2 Stages of Pill: Matrix Sheath, Expanding Sheath, and Child Law Sheath
Beforethe biaspulse,a small wallsheath exists. Afterthe rise time, a matrixsheathfoims

nearlyinstantaneously, enveloping enough ions to support thepulsevoltage. At thispoint the
ion densityis assumedto be constanteverywhere. All the ions uncovered by the initialnearly
instantaneous sheath formation, implant with less energy less than Vpuise- During the ontime,
the sheathexpands out, uncovering moreions. Because theseions traverse the entiresheath
(assuming a small transit time), they doimplant with thefull bias voltage (Vpujse). Theion
density in the sheath transformsfrom the constant density of the matrix sheath to the
relationship of the steady-state Child Sheath. If the pulse is held on long enough,the sheath
expands out the full Child Law Sheath value, and stops.
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ers more ions, which implant at the full pulse voltage, since they travel across the entire

sheath (assuming the transit time is short compared to the sheath expansion rate). Lie-

berman [4-1] calculated the expansion rate for the sheath:

S(t), ,s(t))^ "b'
arctan ( ) - ( ) = 1- atanh

Sc s,

where t, s(t), and Scare the time, sheath thickness as function of time, and the full Child

law sheath thickness. Since rise times are usually less than 50 ns, much less than nor

mal pulse widths, they are assumed instantaneous, and the time in Equation (4-2) starts

at the beginning of the pulse. Afinite rise time would reduce the final sheath thickness

slightly, but the effect is small. Another source of implanting ions are those that diffuse

across the sheath boundary whilethe sheath expands. Because they traverse the entire

sheath width, these ions implant with the full energy (Vpuise).

To calculate the percentage of ions that implant with less than the peak energy

from the matrix effect, the amount of ions in the matrix sheath is compared to the ions

uncovered by the expanding sheath and the ions that diffuseacross the sheath bound

ary:

p, = (4-3)
''matrix "expand "diff
'^matrix ~

^expand = (0 (^-5)
^diff =

where Piow. nmatrix. "expand- ndiff are the percentage of ions that implant with less

than the peak energy due to the matrix effect, the ions that are uncovered by the sheath

matrix, the ions that are uncovered by the expanding sheath, and the ions that diffuse

across the sheath boundary, respectively. At the end of the pulse on time, the ions that

are still in the sheath will not be implanted with the peak energy, since the bias voltage

will drop before theyare implanted. These ions should be subtracted from ngxpand-

m
s

^ (4-2)
So
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Figure 4-3 Low Energy Implantation from Matrix Sheath
This figure graphs l-Piow which is the number of ions that implant with an energy Vpujse. A

matrix sheathforais nearly instantaneously after the application of a voltagepulse. All the ions
in the matrix sheath implant with less than the peak energy (Vpujse). Longer pulse widths dilute
the matrix contribution to the implantdose,increasing 1-Piow Higherimplantvoltagesform
thickermatrix sheaths, increasing the low energyimplantcomponent The ion density is

Assuming a quasi-static Child Law sheath, the number of ions in the sheath at the end of

the pulse on time is:

n
smax

( s max . £ Y -2/3 ^8„V ,pulse ^ X ^ _ 4 0 pulsef ^ 0

J g-^0 ^ (Smax)^ 3 q s
max

(4-7)

where nsmax Sma* are the ions in the sheath at the end ofthe on time and the maxi-'max

mum sheath thickness, respectively. The maximum sheath width occurs near the begin

ning of the fall time. The sheath might continue to expand during the fall time until the

sheath width exceeds the full steady-state Child law value for the dropping bias voltage.

This phenomenon is more prevalent with short pulse widths, large implant voltages, and

long times. This effect is negligible for most practical implant conditions, and is ignored.
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Therefore, the value of s^ax should be the actual maximum sheath width, not simply the

sheath width at the commencement of the fall time

Figure 4-3 plots 1 - P|ow. the amount of ions that implant with the peak energy

(Vpuise) asa function of implant voltage and time for an ion density of 10^°cm"^. As ton
increases, nexpand and nj-rff increase, while n^atrix remains constant. Therefore, as the

pulse widths lengthen, P|ow decreases. As the implant voltage increases, nmatrix

increases while n^iff is constant, resulting in a higher P|ow

Figure 4-4 shows how 1 - P|ow changes with ion density, nmatrix 'S proportional to

5
o

Q.

Ion density cm'®

Figure 4-4 Energy Spread as a Function of Plasma Ion density
Increasing the ion density significantly reduces the low energy implantation from the matrix

sheath. The gr^h is for a Ips / IkV ideal pulse. Results are similar for longer pulse widths.

(nj)"''̂ ^, but njiff« nj; so as the ion density increases P|ow will decrease (Equation (4-3)).

The effect is more apparent with longer pulse widths, since n^iff also scales with time,

while n^atrix's independent of time.
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Reduced implant energies from the matrix sheath are significant for short pulses

and lower ion densities. Implants with longer pulse widths or higher ion densities dimin

ish the quiescent matrix sheath contribution to the energyspread ofa Pill implant. Over

all, the quiescent matrix sheath theoretically limits the implant energy integrity of a Pill

implant pulse.

4.3 Fall time implantation

The second source of low energy ions, are those that implant during the fall time.

Obviously, any ions that implant while the bias voltage is less than the peak voltage will

implant with less than the full energy (Vpuise)- Since fall times can becomparable or

actually longer than the on time, its contribution to low energy implantation can be signif

icant. The charge implanted during the fall time is equal to the number of ions that dif

fuse across the sheath boundary, plus the number of ions in the sheath at the onset of

the fall time (nsmax)- maximum sheath collapse rate is equal the ion diffusion veloc-
C

in £ix

ity (the Bohm velocity), with the total collapse time equal to [4-2, 4-3]. If the

sheath is collapsing at its maximum rate, no ions will cross the sheath boundary, and the

only ions implanted during the fall time will be those already in the sheath. Therefore, to

minimize implantation during the fall time, tf must be less than Smax / ^b- Shorter fall

times do not decrease the energy spread, as long as the fall time is less than the inequal

ity. (An infrequent exception occurs if the voltage pulsefalls slowly to begin with and

then decreases quickly near the end of the fall time. This is an uncommon situation,

since most fall times follow an exponential relationship common to RC delays.) Figure 4-

5 graphs this inequality for a variety of implant times and voltages for a 10kV/1ps

implant, the fall time simply needs to be less than 6.5ps to minimize the fall time effect on

energy spread. For infinite pulse widths the maximum allowable fall time is simply

s^/Ujj, since the sheath stops expanding at the full steady-state Child law thickness.
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Figure 4-5 Sheath collapse time for different pulses

The minimum sheath collapse time for different pulse widths and pulse voltages. A fall time
equal to the minimum fall time reduces the implant flux during the fall as much as possible. Any
further reduction in the fall time has no effect. As the pulse width increases, the minimum fall
time converges to the infinite on time curve. The ion density is lO^^cm'̂ .

Increasing the plasma ion density results in thinner sheaths, reducing the maximum fail

time significantly. Therefore, higher ion densities require shorter fall times.

The energy profile of the ions can be estimated by three methods, depending on

the time scale of the fall time. If the fall time is fast, e.g. then the implant

energies for the fall time ions may be assumed to follow the Quasi-Static Child Law Rela

tionship:

4/3

V (x) = -V (—)pulse '
max

(4-8)
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, . 4 o pulse . X Vn(x) = Q——^

^ (s ) ®-
^ max^

max

(4-9)

where V(x) is the Implant energyfor the Ions the Ions at point x at the beginning ofthe fall

time. The second regime Isfor long fall times or when In this situation,

the Ions In the sheath at the onset of the fall time simply Implant with nearly the peak

energy (Vpyise). while all the Ions that diffuse across the sheath boundary during the fall

time Implant with the Instantaneous bias voltage (which Is necessarily less than the full

voltage. The third regime Is the time period In between the two other time periods. For

this range of fall time, the analytical relationship may be solved for simple cases [4-8],

but Is not tractable for more complex fall times. The profile may be simulated, though, by

simply keeping tract of the Ions as they traverse the sheath and the sheath edge In the

spiritof Particle In Cell (PIG) simulations, or more simply by noting Vsheath when an Ion

enters the sheath, and assuming that Is the actual Implant energy.

It Is significantly simplerto estimate the sum total of the Ions that Implant with less

than the peak energy, with the same method applied to matrix sheath Implantation. The

Ions that Implant during the fall time are:

n
fdiff

and

0

/ s
max ^

tr>

otherwise'

% ®smax

(4-10)

(4-11)

where nfdjff, Smax» "f, and tf are the Ions that cross the sheath boundary during the fall

time, the maximum sheath thickness, the total number of Ions Implanted during the fall

time, and the fall time, respectively. Figure 4-6 shows the percentage of Ions Implanting
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with the full peak voltage for the entire pulse cycle for a 3\is pulse. This figure includes
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Figure 4-6 Low Energy Implantation for Entire Pulse Cycle
Cumulative percentage offull energy ions (Vpu,se) for a complete pulse cycle for a 3|is pulse

width, as a function of the fall time. AU the tf's below 3|is yield thesame1 - Pio^. since the
minimum sheath collapse time is greater than 3|is (Figure 4-5). Long fall times quickly degrade
the mono-energetic quality of the implant The ion density is lO^^cm*^.

the ions from the matrixsheath implantation. For a 3ps on time, the maximum allowable

fall time, as determined by Figure 4-5, is above 3ps for a 1kV pulse, and therefore all fall

times less than this value show identical Plow's, as shown in Figure 4-6. At 4ps, implant

voltages less than 3kV are above their maximum allowable fall time, and therefore their

Plow's Increase dramatically. At 10ps, all voltages below 12kV are above their maximum

fall time.

It is quite important to have a fall time shorter than that determined by Figure 4-5,

else the fall time corrupts the implant energy significantly. For longer fall times the
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energyspread increases dramatically, and the fall time component dominates the total

energy spread.

As seen In the above description, Pill pulsed Implants have a significant low

energy contribution, reaching 80%or higher for long fall times. Increasing the Ion density

does reduce the matrix sheath component, but may Increase the fall time contribution

because of the more stringent requirement on shorter fall times. Optimizing the Implant

with respect to Ion density, requires knowledge of the fall time and the maximum allow

able charge per pulse (as determined by charging considerations, see Chapter 5). With

a short fall time, Increasing the ion density to 10''̂ cm"^ from 10^°cm"^ reduces the low

energy component by 20%.

4.4 Implant Energy Profile

The previous sections discussed the origins of low energy components to PHI

Implants, and calculated the total percentage of the implant with energies less than the

full peak energy of the applied bias. It Is also useful to predict the actual Implant energy

distribution, and subsequently the Implant profile. The main caveat with profile estima

tion, Is that the errors In the assumptions generally will be magnified, resulting In the pro

files being mostly qualitative in nature.

There are three main methods for estimating the profile. First, and probably most

accurate, are the Particle In Cell or similar type simulators. These simulators solve Pols-

son's equation and track each Ion as It traverses the sheath. These simulators make few

assumptions, and therefore the results are fairly accurate. The main problem with these

simulators are that they are slow, and generally provide little Insight Into the mechanisms

of the low energy components of the Implant or the scaling of the low energy compo

nents with different plasma/Implant conditions.
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Another approach is to simply assume that the ion transit time across the sheath

is zero, and therefore the implant energy Is equal to the applied voltage when the ion

reaches the sheath edge. This method provides fast profile predictions, but suffers from

an underestimation of the low energy component. For fast rise times, the actual ion

CO 160

® 120

0.25

Voltage in sheath (kV)
0.5 1 2 3

2 3 4 5 6 7

Distance from wall (mm)

Figure 4-7 Ion Transit time for Matrix Sheath

The ion transit time for a5kV pulse with aplasma ion density of lO'̂ /cm^. Note that the
majority of theionshavea transit time above 100ns. These contradicts theassumption of a zero
transit time. The calculation does assume a frozen electric field, and that the sheath does not
expandduring the transit of thesematrixsheathions.

transit time is longer than the rise time (Figure 4-7). This contradiction to the assumption

will result in an underestimation of the low energy component. A similar problem occurs

with fast fall times. At the onset of the fall time, the sheath width is much wider, and the

ion transit time can approach or exceed 500ns. Because this method assumes a zero

ion transit time, it does not account for the ions in the sheath at the end of the hold time.

Therefore, this method will significantly underestimate the low energy component for fall
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times on the order of the ion transit times. This method will accurately model profiles for

slow rising and slow falling voltage pulses, but this is in contrast to the goal ofsharp

pulses. Apossible patch is to calculate the ion transit time, and then offset the current by

this amount. This would increase the accuracy somewhat, especially with the fall time,

but doesn't address the matrix sheath contributions.

A third method for profile prediction is to use a more analytical approach [4-8].

The obvious advantage is the insight afforded by analytical equations, and the simple

extractionof scaling. Stewart et. al. have attempted an analytical solution to the problem

of profile prediction. In this paper, they do assume that the ion transit time is zero, which

makes the approach inaccurate for fast rise and fall times, that are common in current

pulsingsystems. By applying some of the concepts of the previous sections, a more

accurate profile prediction is possible.

First for fast rise times, the matrix sheath contribution must be considered. The

voltage profile of the matrix sheath is:

qnjx^
V(X) = ^ (4-12)

0

where V(x) is the voltagedistance x awayfrom the wall edge. This also applies to longer

rise times, except is doesn't account for ions that cross the sheath boundary during the

rise time. For reasonable rise times, these ions may be ignored (but may be added if

desired). For example, with a 5kV pulse, 100 ns rise time, and 10^°/cm^ ion density, the

amount of ions crossing the sheath during the rise time (3*10®/cm^) is less than 10% of

the ions that are implanted from the matrix calculation above (7.4*10®/cm^). If the rise

times become excessively long, than the ions that cross the sheath should be

accounted, and may be done so in a similar manner as [4-8], by assuming the transit

time is near zero (which is a good assumption for long rise times).
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Previous profile predictions ignored the effect of the ions in the sheath at the onset

of the fall time. For fast fall times, this may lead to a significant undercounting of the low

energy component of the implant. For a quasi-static Child Law sheath, the transit time,

assuming a frozen E-fleld is:

a Mtc = 3s„,axj2V~~
\ pulse

where tc is the transit time across the quasi-static Child-Law Sheath. This equation

underestimates the actual time, since it assumes a frozen field. If we assume zero field,

i.e. a zero fall time for the pulse, the transit time is calculated:

|2V (X)

4/3

^ = j-M-

VC') = Vp„,se
V ^max J

(4-15)

tc2 =^ (4-16)
where v is the ion velocity, V(x) is the voltage in the sheath at the onset of the fall time,

and tc2 is the ion transit time assuming a zero fall time.

For fast fall times, those significantly less than the ion transit time, a zero fall time

might be a better assumption. In this case the profile for the ions implanted during the

fall time is calculated from Equation (4-8) and Equation (4-9).

By using these new assumptions the energy implant profile is estimated for a 3|is

hold time, 5kV implant pulse in Figure 4-8. The y-axis shows the probability distribution

function cut up into 100V energy bins. The fall time of the pulse is 1|xs, which is faster

than the ion sheath collapse time. The dashed line is the estimation for the current-volt-

age comparison method using the zero transit time assumption with a 100ns rise time.

The ion current was determined using the plasma model, which is known to accurately

predict the ion currents. The solid line is the prediction using the new method, which
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Figure 4-8 Estimated Implant Energy Distribution.
Estimated implantenergydistributions for a 3|is/5kV pulse. The y-axis is the probability

distribution, binned into lOOV energy intervals. The solid line is the energy distribution
accounting for the matrix implantationand the fall time implantation. The dashed line assumes
a zero ion transit time with a 100ns rise time. The zero-transit time predicts 80% of the ions
implanting with the full energy, a full 10%highCT than the othermethod. Reducing the rise time
to 50 ns increases the overestimation to 15%. The zero transit time method severely
underestimates the low energycomponentbelow IkV, whichmostlyresults from the matrix
implantation.

explicitly accounts for the matrix implantation. The zero transit time method with a 100

ns rise time predicts that 80% of the ions impiant with the peakenergy (Vpuise), while the

new model estimates oniy 70%. If the rise time is reduced to 50ns, the difference

increases to 15%. By examining the profiie, it Is clear that the zero-transit time method

misses many of the extreme low energy ions, which is a direct result of the zero-transit
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time assumption. From these results, it is clear that the zero-transit time method is inac

curate for rise times less than 100ns; It probably becomes sufficient for rise times nearer

to 500 ns.

Overall, for fast rise times (our pulser rise time is about 50ns), it is imperative to

consider the matrix contribution to the low energy implant. Neglecting to do so will cause

an overestimation of the high energy component of the impiant by around 10%. For fast

fall times, it is important to consider the ions that are in the sheath at the onset of the fast

fali time. Neglecting to do so wiil resuit in an overestimation of the high energy implant

component by around 5%. (Note the percentages are a function of the implant time, and

could change considerably for much longer or shorter pulse widths). The new model

proposed for estimating the profiles still is less accurate than the full PIC simulators,

since it stili assumes a frozen E-fieid, even though the sheath is expanding. This effect

wouid result in ions impianting at energies near the peak, but not at the peak. The

energy ioss wouid directiy depend on the rate of sheath expansion.

4.5 Dielectric Implantation

We have investigated PHI for the two main dielectric substrate applications: thin

fiim transistor and silicon-on-insuiator technologies. Thin film transistors (tft) are a key

technology in iiquid crystai displays. There at least four different implantation steps in a

tft process fiow: source/drain, poly gate, hydrogenation, and poly grain size control. All

of the Implants dictate high doses with implant energies ranging from 20-100 keV. Sili-

con-On-lnsuiator technology, with buried oxide layers approximately 50-500 nm thick,

promises faster devices and a simpler CMOS process flow than conventional bulk

wafers.

Implantation with dielectric substrates introduces new energy spread mecha

nisms. The first complication arises with the coupling of the voltage pulse to the plasma;

bycapacitive division some ofthe voltage couplesto the substrate, reducing the effective
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Figure 4-9 Fill Model for Dielectric Substrates
The simulation model for dielectric substrates. During implantation, the applied bias is

c^acitively coupled acrossthe substrate and plasma, and therefore the capacitance of the
plasma is explicitly shown. Cjub. and Cpjasma capacitance of the substrate, gate
oxide,and plasma,respectively, whileVo^, Vjub and are the voltagedropsacross the gate
oxide, the substrate, and the surface voltage, respectively. In the simulator, dielectric substrates
are modeled as leakless capacitors.
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implant voltage. Then, during the implant, deposited positive ions establish a voltage

drop across the dielectric substrate. Atypical 10keV implant deposits -3*10""^ Cou

lombs/cm^, and builds-up -4keV over a 0.5 mm glass substrate, reducing the implant

voltage by the same amount. Using the Pill model for dielectric substrates, the three

stages of RIM, rise, hold, and fall time are re-evaluated in terms of energy spread for

dielectric implantation. The Pill model for dielectric substrate implantation is illustrated in

Figure 4-9.

4.5.1 Sheath Voltage During Implantation

There are three stages of Pill, the rise time, the hold time, and the fall/off time,

each with distinct implantation characteristics. Before pulsing but after plasma exposure,

the surface charges to the plasma floating potential. The sheath width, a function of ion

density, is small, usually less than 1mm. During the rise time, the applied voltage pulse

(Vpuise) capacitively couples to thesheath and glass substrate, with thicker dielectric

substrates reducing the coupling efficiency to the plasma. Initially, the sheath expands

rapidly producing a large plasma ion current, which implants with less than the full pulse

potential. The implanting ions eject secondary electrons, amplifying the deposition of

positive charge. For high implant voltages, the secondary electrons dominate the sur

face charge deposition with a yield (y) in the 1-20 range [4-4]. Previous papers [4-6]

ignored the secondary electrons, vastly underestimating the surface charge. The

extremely large plasma ion current builds-up a significant surface charge and substrate

voltage drop, which reduces the sheath voltage. For the small substrate thicknesses of

Interest {0-2mm), the reduction in sheath voltage is mostly due to charge deposition

rather than capacitive coupling losses. However, capacitive coupling becomes signifi

cant for thicker substrates. For the 0.5 mm substrate case shown in Figure 4-10, the
V

maximum sheath voltage is 15kV. This translates to a coupling efficiency (n = r^) of
pulse

only 75%, while only 8% of the total loss is attributable to capacitive coupling losses.
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Figure 4-10 Sheath Evolution with Glass Substrates

Vsheath during implantation with varying subsuate thicknesses for a 20kV, l{xs pulse. During
the rise time, the voltage pulse capacitively couples to the plasma and glass substrate. Implanted
ions and ejected secondary electrons deposit positive charge on the wafer surface, degrading the
sheath potential. For thick substrates or long pulse widths, the build-up of positive charge
strongly attenuates the sheath voltage.

During the hold time, the sheath expands more slowly, decreasing Jj. Charge

deposition continues, further degrading the sheath voltage and, consequently, the

implant energy. The surface charge accumulation is so severe that the sheath voltage

can be extinguished after only a couple of microseconds. For this discussion, the self-

extinguishing time is defined as the point at which the voltage build-up across the sub

strate attenuates the surface voltage by 90%. For example, if Vpuige equals 10kV, the

self-extinguishing point occurs when the voltage across the substrate is 9kV, reducing

the instantaneous implant energy to 1keV.

The falling edge of the pulse capacitively couples to the sheath, actually causing

the simulated sheath potential to become negative, an extremely non-equilibrium situa-
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tion. To resolve this, the simulator limits the electron current to the electron saturation

value (Equation (3-7)). This large J© quickly neutralizes the surface charge. The initial

equilibrium restores after the sheath fully collapses, which takes many microseconds for

kilovolt pulses (Figure 4-5).

As shown in Figure 4-10, the sheath voltage evolution varies with the thickness of

the glass. Thicker substrates worsen the capacitively coupling ofVp^ise to the sheath

and accelerate the sheath voltage degradation from charge accumulation. Combined,

both of these effects reduce t| and increase the voltage spread, 6 (defined as the peak

implant energy - implantenergy at end of ton)- The value for 5 is directly dependent on

the total deposited positive charge. Therefore,

5 oc Dose/Pulse • (1 + y (V)) (4-i7)

where y(V) is the secondary electron yield as a function of ion impinging energy.

4.5.2 Implant Energy Distribution

One of the interesting characteristics of pulsed bias Pill is the poly-energetic

implant energy. Even with a conducting substrate there is a considerable spread of ener

gies resulting from implantation during the rise and fall times [4-8]. The significant sur

face voltage buildup with a dielectric substrate further disperses the energy distribution.

Figure 4-11 shows the implant energy distributions for each of the three stages of RIM.

To reduce simulation noise, the implant dose is integrated over 400V intervals, called

bins.

During the rise time, the implant energy begins at 0 volts and ramps up to the

maximum implant energy. After the initial current spike, Jj decreases, causing a slightly

negative slope in Dose/Bin. During the hold time, charge deposition reduces the implant

energy. Because AVsheatlV^t slows (Figure 4-11), the Dose/Bin increases with time

(decreasing energy). During the fall time, Jj is small, yielding onlya blip in Figure 4-11 on
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the falling edge of the pulse. The fall time does notcontribute muchto implant, since the

fall time in the simulation is much less than the critical fall time from Figure 4-5.

The energy spread is a sensitive function of the capacitance of the substrate, a

doubling of the substrate thickness will nearly double the energy spread during the hold

time.

4.5.3 Applied Voltage Effect

Optimizing the Implant energy for the tft process flow and achieving an accept

able level of energy spread requires a full understanding of the scaling of 5 and r|, with

Dose/Pulse. Maximizing Dose/Pulse maximizes throughput, but at the cost of energy

spread, since increasing the Dose/Pulse obviously increases the charge build-up on the

substrate. The Dose/Pulse for PHI is approximately:

Dose/Pulse (4-i8)

where tw and s^ax are the pulse width and maximum sheath width, respectively. The

first term represents the ions that cross the sheath boundary, while the second term cor

responds to the uncovering of ions from the expanding sheath. The second term domi

nates for most implant conditions of interest with dielectric substrates. Assuming a

steady state Child Law current relationship, with s^ax "= Vpyise^^^ (Equation (3-4)), the
Dose/Pulse from Equation (4-18) increases sub-linearly with Vpyise- To determine the

scaling of 5with applied voltage, the relationship of s^ax Vpyis©^^^. and the scaling of
secondary electron yield with voltage (y« V^^^), must becombined in Equation (4-17).

This results in the total energy spread, 6, being proportional to Vpyise®^^- The actually
scaling should be slightly less than Vpyise®^"*. since the implant voltage degrades during
the pulse, reducing the secondary electron yield from its peak value The secondary

electron yield, averaged over the entire pulse width, actually scales less than the

assumed square root dependence with respect to Vpyjse. especially for implants with a

wide range of implanted energies.
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Figure 4-11 The Three stages of PIII

The implantionenergydistribution with the corresponding pulse,sheathvoltage and plasma
ion current with a 0.5mm glass substrate anda 20kV pulse. During therise time, step®, the
energy distribution ramps upto the maximum implant energy. During thehold time, step ®,
positive charge deposition reduces Vsheath' thereby lowering theimplantenergy. The ioncurrent
is lowduring theshortfall time, step®,notcontributing much to theoverall implant. Thefall
time stage could becomemore importantfor long decayrate pulses.
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Figure 4-12 Effect of Bias Voltageon Dose/Pulse for Dielectric Substrates
Scaling ofDose/Pulse for a Ifis pulse with an ion density of3.76*10'®cm'̂ . As expected, the

Dose/Pulse increases sub-linearly with implant bias, and even less than the predicted Vpuise '̂"^
scaling.

The simulation results for energy spread and Dose/Pulse are shown in Figure 4-

12 and 4-13. The Dose/Pulse indeed increases sub-linearly with applied bias; even less

than the simple model. This is attributable to the sheath expansion rate not

being proportional to the final Child Law sheath width. As expected, the energy spread

does increase with bias voltage, but increases slightly less than the predicted scal

ing. As explained, this is attributable to the reduction ofthe secondary electron yield dur

ing the implant from the reduction in implant energy. Overall, increasing Vpuis© boosts

the Dose/Pulse while widening the voltage spread.

4.5.4 Ion Density Effect

The plasma ion density is a controllable parameter for most plasma sources, and

therefore, it is interesting to explore the effect of changing nj on the implant characteris

tics. Increasing nj raises the Dose/Pulse, decreasing processing time, but the higher

dose widens the energy spread. Equation (4-18) suggests that the dose rises linearly
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Figure 4-13 Scaling of Implant Energy Spread with Bias Voltage
The predicted scaling of implant energy spread (5) with bias voltage is aVpuisg '̂'* relationship.

The actual scaling from simulations is slightly less. The most obviousreason for the difference
is that scalingof s^axwith voltagedoesnot follow thesteady-state ChildLaw scaling,
especially for shorter implant pulses.

with Pj, but the full plasma model shows a sub-linear dependence on Pj (Figure 4-14).

The difference between the two results from s^ax decreasing with Pj, (the steady-state

Child Law sheath scales s^ax addition, the largerJ| reduces Vsheath during

the implant, retarding the sheath expansion. Therefore, the thinner sheath and the

slower sheath expansion rate combine to reduce s^ax ^ind the scaling of Dose/Pulse

with n|. Along these same lines, the Increased current and the thinner sheath combine to

reduce t| (Figure 4-15), lowerthe mean implant energy, and widen 5.

4.5.5 Pulsing Frequency

Two fully controllable variables In Pill are the pulsing frequency (fp) and pulse

width (tw). Both of these need to be optimized for maximum throughput and minimum

gate oxide damage. The theoretical maximum dose rate for Pill occurs with a DC bias:
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Figure 4-14 Scaling of Dose/Pulse with ion Density

Dose Per Pulse scales sub-linearly with ion density. This arises from secondary effects, such as
reduced bias coupling to the plasma, and increasedcharge build-up in the substrate. Data is for a
20kV/lps pulse.

Maximum Dose Rate = q • n- • (4-i9)

With pulse bias operation, the sheath expands during the pulse, increasing Jj above this

value. When the pulse is turned off, the sheath collapses, and Jj temporarily goes below

this value, so that the time-averaged current is always q-nj Ut,. To maximize throughput,

one wants as much of the total ion current implanted, rather than hitting the surface at

low voltages. For dielectric substrate implantation, t^ is limited by the self-extinguishing

time. If the pulse is on long enough, the charge deposited by the plasma ions and

ejected secondary electrons will completely counterbalance Vpyjse, yielding a sheath

voltage close to zero. Any time that the pulse is held on after self-extinguishment is basi

cally wasted, since the ion impinging energy Is so low. For the implant conditions of

interest, thisoccurs in the O.Sps to 10ps range. The counterpart to t^ is fp, or the off time
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Figure 4-15 Scaling of Coupling Efficiency with Ion Density

The combination of thinner sheaths and increased charge deposition during the rise time leads
to a dramatic reduction in couplingefficiency with higher plasma ion densities. The simulation
is for a 20kV / Ips pulse with O.liJis rise times.

In between pulses. The off period should be longer than the surface charge neutraliza

tion time. As stated previously, this occurs In a fraction of a microsecond after the sheath

fully collapses for dielectric substrates Therefore, the only necessary limitation on the

off time Is that It be longer than sheath collapse time, This ranges

from less than Ips to more than 50|xs for the Ion Implant conditions of Interest. For

Instance, with a 20kV pulse, 0.5 mm thick glass substrate, and an nj of 3.76*10"'°cm'̂ ,

the pulse extinguishes Itself after 6.12 ^is. The sheath fully collapses 3.15|is after the

onset of the fall time, or the after the fall time Is over, whichever Is longer. With a 2ps fall

time and a 1.15ms off, time, the pulse frequency will be 109kHz. This gives a 100% effi

ciency (defined as p )• the maximum pulse frequency was only
LlL/ L/osc Kate
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25kHz (as is the case with our pulser), the off time would be 31.88|is, yielding an implant

efficiency of 23%. By properly optimizing t^ and fp, it is possible to have an implanta

tion current close the DC value dictated by Equation (4-19).

4.6 Conclusions

The poly-energetic nature of the Pill implant requires special attention. Implanta

tion from the formation of the matrix sheath, and implantation from the ions in the sheath

on the onset of the fall time are intrinsic sources of energy spread, and must be consid

ered. Extended rise or fall times create additional energy spread. A near zero rise time

and a fall time below a critical value (a function of the maximum sheath thickness), elimi

nate these non-inherent sources of energy spread.

Implanting into dielectric substrates introduces bias coupling to the substrate and

charge build-up as additional sources of energy variation. The coupling losses reduce

the maximum implant energy, while charge build-up, a sum of the secondary electrons

and the implanted ions, diminish the implant energy during the on time.

Accountingfor all the sources of energy spread, understanding the limitations and

the scaling trends with the implant variables scaling, allows the identification of an

implant condition that yields an allowable amount energy spread.
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5 Gate Oxide Charging Damage

5.1 Introduction

Oxide charging damage is a majorconcern for integrated circuit plasma process

ing. As gate dielectric thicknesses continue to decrease, the voltage necessary to

inducedamage will also decrease, enhancing the charging concerns. Previousstudies

have shown that geometrical effects, such as antennas, affect the amount of charging

damage [5-1]. It will be shown that the substrate and well type also have an effect on

oxide charging.

In this chapter, gate oxide charging is discussed in terms of Pill, although the con

clusions can apply to all plasma processes. In PHI, high voltage microsecond negative

pulses applied to the substrate, accelerate and implant the plasma ions. These

implanted ions, and the secondary electrons that they eject, deposit positive charge on

the surface of the wafer. An off time follows each implant pulse, allowing the plasma

electrons to neutralize this deposited positive charge. Depending on the implant condi

tions, charge mayaccumulate on the wafer, posing an oxide charging problem. En [5-2]

has successfully combined the equations goveming the plasma with a gate oxide model,

to predict gate oxide damage. By extending this model, it is shown that wells and sub

strate type affect gate oxide charging.

5.2 Gate Oxide Damage Measurement

A number of methods have been developed to quantify gate oxide stress. These

separate into two distinct groups, destructive and non-destructive. The more popular

destructive methods are Charge-to-Breakdown (Qbd). Time-Dependent Dielectric
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Breakdown (TDDB). By measuring the amount of stress that results In breakdown, and

subtracting this from the virgin breakdown value, the amount of stress Is calculated (I.e.

Qbd (before stress) - Qbd (after stress) = Q (during stress)). Large statistical variations

plague these methods, and their destructive nature preclude further evaluation of the

gate oxide.

The major Indirect measurements are Interface trap extraction and threshold

shifts. During oxide stress. Interface traps accumulate, altering the capacitance of the

MOS system. Measuring the change In capacitance after stress, as a function of voltage

(C-V measurement), reveals the stressing damage. In addition to altering the capaci

tance, the presence of traps shifts the threshold voltage (Vt) of the MOS capacitor/tran

sistor. The magnitude of Vt shift correlates to the amount of damage. Measuring the

capacitance changes from the Interface traps requires large area test structures (I.e. a

large capacitance) to overcome the background capacitance noise of the measurement

system. This usually requires MOS capacitors of at least 50|im x SO^im. In contrast,

threshold shifts are measurable for transistors of any size. Therefore, the preferred indi

rect method depends on the size of the test structures.

5.2.1 MOS Capacitance

The MOS capacitance system model. Including the effect of interface traps. Is

depicted as In Figure 5-1. When applying a gate voltage, the total capacitance of the

system Is determined by where the electric fields lines terminate, or where the charge

forms In the substrate. Generally, the charge Is stored in either the Inversion layer, accu

mulation layer, depletion layer, or In Interface traps. When the gate voltage changes by

AV, one only has to keep track of where the new charge Is stored to determine the capac

itance of the system. If charge forms in either the Inversion layer, accumulation layer, or

at an Interface trap the capacitance is equal to Cqx- If the charge is stored in the deple

tion region, the capacitance Is the series combination of the oxide capacitance and the
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Figure 5-1 The MOS C-V System Model

The total capacitance ofaMOS system iscomposed offour different parallel contributors. The
accumulation, inversion, andinterface trapcapacitances are all equalto Cox» whilethedepletion
contribution isequal totheseries connection of the oxide and depletion capacitances. Thesmall
signal capacitance is computed by keeping track ofwhich barrel the new charge is stored.

depletion capacitance (since new depletion charge isalways stored at the bottom of the

depletion region). The total capacitance consists of the sum of the contribution of the

four parallel capacitors. For instance, if half the charge goes into interface traps and the

other half to the depletion region the total capacitance is 0.5 Cjt + 0.5 Cdepi-

5.2.2 Capacitance Measurements

There are two main methods for measuring the capacitance of a MOS system:

quasi-static and high-frequency. The frequency dependence ofa MOS system arises

from the frequency-sensitivity of inversion chargegeneration and interface trapfilling and

emptying. Inversion charge requires milliseconds or moreto generate, while depletion

charge storage is nearly instantaneous. A high frequency sweep does not generate
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inversion layer charge, and only modulates depletion charge. Therefore the depletion

region determines the capacitance, not the inversion region. Alongthe same lines, inter

face traps have significant time constants, and do not respond to fast (Mhz) signals.

Therefore the quasi-static (low frequency) measurement measures all capacitances,

while onlyaccumulation and depletion charge respond to the high frequency measure

ment.

5.2.2.1 Quasi-static measurement

The Quasi-static (OS) measurement ramps the gate voltage to determine the C-V

relationship of the test structure. As long as there is negligible leakage, the current

drawn from the measuring device is proportional to the voltage ramp rate.

dVI = C•^ (5-1)
dt

where I, C and dV/dtare the current, capacitance and ramp rate, respectively. The ramp

rate is kept low (< 0.1 V/s) assuring system equilibrium and allowing the interface traps

and inversion charges to respond. Asample OS measurement is shown in Figure 5-2.

5.2.2.1 High Frequency Measurement

During a high frequency (HP) measurement, a small amplitude (~ 0.026 V) is

applied at a spot bias. The high frequency measurement attempts to measure the

capacitanceofthe depletion and accumulation region, while not allowing the inversion

and interface trap regions time to respond. This usually requires signal rates exceeding

1 MHz. Stepping the voltage, allowing ample time for carrier equilibrium, produces a full

C-V curve. A sample HP measurement is shown in Figure 5-2.

5.2.3 Interface Trap Extraction

There are four main methods for extracting the interface trap density (Djt) from the

C-V measurements. The first two compare either the theoretical OS or HP curve and the
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Figure5-2 Sample "undamaged" Quasi-Static and High Frequency C-V curves.
Representative Q-S andH-F C-V curves forinterface trap extraction. Thehigh frequency

curve remains lowat thepositive voltages because theinversion layer charge cannotrespond to
the high frequency.

corresponding measured curve. The difference between the capacitances Is assumedto

be due to the presence of Interface traps. This method assumes a priori knowledge of

the depletion capacitance, which Is a function ofthe doping density underneath the gate

oxide. Any errors In the presupposed doping density will unacceptably propagate

through to the extracted Interface trap density. The two othermethods compareonly

measured curves, and do not make any assumptions of the doping density.

5.2.3.1 Quasi-Static and High Frequency Comparison

The most common extraction method compares the quasi-static and high fre

quency measured C-V curves, eliminating many of the errors associated with the use of

theoretical C-V curves. The QS measurement allows all the Interface traps to respond to

the signal, and therefore Includes them In the capacitance. The HF measurement oper

ates at frequencies above the interface trap rate, and therefore does not include them In

the capacitance measurement. By manipulating the effective capacitance equations for

the two measurements, the Interface trap capacitance as a function of voltage Is solved:
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where C|t, Cqs, Cqx. and Chf are the Interface trap capacitance, the quasi-static CV

capacitance, the oxide capacitance, and high frequency capacitance [5-3]. With the

Interface capacitance calculated, the Interface trap density as a function ofVg per eV Is

simply:

Dit(Vg) =̂ (S-3)
where A Is the capacitor area. Typically It Is more useful to Integrate over a region In the

bandgap for the total amount of Interface traps, but first Vg must be transformed Into <I)s,

the potential at the oxide-slllcon Interface. This Is accomplished by Berglunds Method

[5-4].

Jh-
qs

C.
V V oxy
^fb

dV (5-4)

where Vfb Is the flatband voltage. Finally, the transformed Djt Is Integrated across the

bandgap as shown In Figure 5-3. The error enlarges dramatically near the band edges,

usually confining the integration to the midgap region. The silicon bandgap Is ~1.12eV,

so it Is customaryto integrate symmetrically around 0.56eV, the midgap. The extracted

Interface trap density necessarily depends on the range of Integration, and therefore all

extractions must have the same limits for comparison's sake.

5.2.3.1 Quasi-Static Only Comparisons

Small stray capacitances severely affect the HF C-V measurement, and locating a

high enough frequency such that none of the traps respond, but which Is low enough so

that the stray capacitances do not dominate, proves difficult. Another method that relies

solely on the easier QS method Is desired. One such method which compares before

and after stress QS curves is quite reliable. Any new Interface traps will Increase the
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Figure 5-3 C-V Extraction of Interface 1i*aps
(a)"Damaged"Quasi-Static and HighFrequency curvesfromthe samecapacitor, (b)extracted

interfacetr^ densityas a function of the semiconductor surfacepotential(Oj). Integrating over
the mid-g^yields interface traps per cm^. Integrating from 0.4 to0.72 and multiplying by an
area factor yields a interface tr^ density of 1.94*10^ Vcm^ for this sample.
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capacitance at a given C>s for the QS measurement, and the difference can be inte

grated, yielding the change in interface trap density. In this method, before and after QS

curves are transformed from a function ofVg to a function of as in the previous sec

tion. Then solving for Djt:

{ c -C . —.p. \ _ V ox qs2J V ox qsl 7

1 • c ^qsl ox ^
c_-c

}

(5-5)

where Cqsi and Cqs2 are the before and after stress Quasi-Static C-V measurements,

respectively. As in the last section, the final interface trap value is an integration of

Dit(^s) over the midgap region.

The requirement of before and after stress measurements, where the dual QS/HF

technique requires only after stress measurements, presents the only drawback of this

technique. Because of the increased ease of interface trap extraction, the Quasi-Static

Only method is employed throughout this paper.

5.2.4 Measurement Technique and Errors in Interface Trap Extraction

To determine the amount of oxide damage, the capacitance measurements must

be executed with extreme care. Any errors in the capacitance values tend to be magni

fied by the extraction methods. There are two broad categories of errors, those con

cerned with measurement set-up and those inherent In the technique.

5.2.4.1 Measurement Conditions

The Quasi-Static capacitance measurements were made with the HP 41408 pico-

ammeter. The 41408 features a constant ramping of the output voltage, a requirement

for the Quasi-Static measurement. With a constant voltage ramp rate, the capacitance is

simply the current divided by the ramp rate (Equation (5-1)). The ramp rate is user con

trollable from 0.01 V/sec to 0.1 V/sec. Faster ramp rates average out the noise, but a

slow ramp rate is necessary to guarantee that the MOS system is in equilibrium, a
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requirement of the method. Furthermore, the ramp rate must be slow enough for the

ammeter to change scales near the onset of inversion, when the current may change by

an order of magnitude. Theramp rate for thecapacitance measurements in this chapter

was 0.03 V/s, a compromise which yields low noise, and reasonably maintains thermal

equilibrium. To further ensure equilibrium, the MOS capacitor is ramped from inversion

to accumulation, eliminating minority carrier generation from the measurement. Nitro

gen gas flowing across the capacitor reduces moisture, minimizing the leakage currents.

Leakage is monitored before each voltage sweep by examining the current at a DC 4V

applied bias. Ideally the current should be zero, and for low leakagesituations is less

than 10fA. During the sweep, 250 data points are taken, with intermediate values calcu

lated by simple linear interpolation. Under proper conditions, the accuracy of the Quasi-

Static measurement is near 1%.

The high frequency measurements were made with the HP 4192 Impedance

Meter. The main user parameter is the frequency ofthe measurement. The frequency

must be high enough so that the inversion layer and the interface traps can not respond

to the small-signal oscillation. For the measurements, the frequency is set at IMhz,

which isa compromise between the inversion layer generation rate, and the limit dictated

by stray capacitances (that dominate above 10MHz). To properly exploit the internal

compensation for the coaxial line reflectances, the wires must be exactly 1 meter long.

Under proper measurement conditions, typical measurement errors are near 1%, or IpF,

whichever is larger.

5.2.4.2 Extraction Errors

With the accuracy levels ofthe HF and OS CV measurements, the authenticity of

the interface trap extraction is limited by the intrinsic error in the extraction calculations.

Nicollian and Brews [5-5] discuss these errors in detail, and they will be summarized

here. First, there is error with the assumption that a 1MHz HF measurement is a true
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high frequency measurement. Some Interface traps will respond at 1 MHz, especially

near flatband, where the trap capture time is the most rapid [5-5]. With a 10^®/cm^

doped substrate, errors in excess of 10% in the interface trap extraction occur from

approximately flatband to 0.1 V away from flatband (in terms of gate voltage). Higher

doped substrates lead to more error, with a 10^®/cm^ doped substrate Inducing 10%

errors up to 0.25V from flatband.

With the Quasi-Static measurement, the onset of inversion translates to errors in

the interface trap density. The inversion layer generation (and its associated capaci

tance) will be attributed to interface traps, artificially increasing the interface trap value.

For a 10^^/cm^ doped substrate, a false value of 10^°cm"^/eV will be added O.SeV into

the bandgap. Higher substrate dopings decrease the error, since inversion onset occurs

later, and a 10"'°cm"^/eV error arises 0.9eV into the bandgap, for a 10"'®/cm^ doped sub

strate.

Another source of error, occurs with the calculation of the reciprocal of the differ

ence of two nearly equal numbers in Equation (5-2) and Equation (5-5), which is called

round-off error. When either the quasi-static or high frequency capacitances are close to

the oxide capacitance, the measurement errors will be magnified considerably. The 10%

error level for lO'̂ ^/cm^ doped substrates with a 10 nm gate oxide, occur nearerthan

0.1V away from flatband. Measurements further from flatband than this are more accu

rate since the measured capacitance is substantially lower than the oxide capacitance.

Thicker oxides and higher doped substrates worsen this effect, and a 100 nm gate oxide

with a 10^®/cm^ doped substrate will have 10% errors until 0.45V awayfrom flatband.

Although lower substrate dopings reduce the round-off error, the large series resistance

may introduce other errors. With the high frequency measurement, an additional series

resistance may translate into a significantly lower capacitance at flatband. This may be

compensated, though, if the series resistance value is known.
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Generally, the interface traps are integrated near midgap, and therefore, the

errors should be less than 10%, as long as the integration level does not extend close to

flatband or the onset of inversion. This becomes difficult for thick oxides with high sub

strate doping, which might preclude the use of capacitance techniques for interface

extraction.

Round-off errors also limit the overall sensitivity of the capacitance extraction

technique. With a doping level of 10^®/cm^ and a Clpmeasurement accuracy of 1%, the

minimum extractable interface trap density near midgap is 10^°cm"^/eV. This increases

to 3*10''"'cm"^/eV with a 10"'®/cm^ substrate doping.

For the interface trap extraction done in this chapter, the minimum sensitivity is

approximately 10^°cm"^/eV, and since the integration range is 0.32V, the minimal detect

able density is 3.2*10^°/cm^. For higher values of interface traps, the accuracy is

expected to be better than 10%. Since the preferred method for interface trap extraction

compares beforeand afterstressing quasi-static measurements, the minimum sensitivity

isn't so much an issue as the accuracy. This arises since the before capacitance usually

has trap densities near (or even above) the minimum sensitivity already.

5.3 General Pill Oxide Charging Case

Before discussing the effect of sub-surface structures on gate oxide charging, the

origin of oxide charging in PHI needs to be derived.

Because the oxide insulates the surface from the substrate, the initial equilibrium,

before any applied bias, results in the surface voltage (Vg) being equal to the floating

potential (Vf) of the plasma. When the substrate is grounded, this is also the voltage

across the gate oxide (Vox), ^ floating surface, the net current from the plasma must

be equal to zero (Jj = J©). To satisfy this condition, the surface voltage of the wafer is
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M^s =Vp-T,ln(^) (5-6,
where T©, m, and Vp are the electron temperature, the electron mass, and the plasma

potential respectively.

When the negative pulse is applied, the incoming plasma ions and ejected sec

ondary electrons make the surface voltage more positive. While the pulse is on, the

plasma electrons can not surmount the sheath potential (Vpuise » T©), making J© zero.

During the pulse-off stage, the incoming plasma electron current will tend to return Vs

back to Vf by Equation (5-7).

(Vp-Vs(t))

h =
However, if the pulse frequency is too rapid, the plasma electron current will not be large

enough to reduce Vs back to the initial equilibrium before the next pulse begins. For this

high frequency regime, some positive charge accumulates and Vs > Vf at the start ofthe

second pulse. Additional pulses deposit more positive charge on the surface, making Vs

even more positive, and consequently increasing the plasma electron current during the

pulse off stage (Equation (5-7). This process repeats until a newequilibrium is estab

lished, with the time-averaged plasma electron current balancing the plasma ion and

secondary electron currents:

<Ji>+<Jse>+<Je> = 0 (5-8)

) = 0 (5-9)(Ji(l-t-Y(Vi))> + (

Figure 5-4depicts the transition from the initial equilibrium to the pulsing equilibrium.

^ (Vp-V,(t))^
1 \
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Figure 5-4 Transformation to Pulsing Equilibrium for PHI
Before pulsing, the surface voltage(Vj) is equal to (hefloating potential (usuallynegative).

When the pulse is on, the large potential barrier repels the plasma electrons, while plasma ions
bombard the surface ejecting secondary electrons, making Vj more positive. During the pulse-
off stage, the plasma electrons return to the surface to neutralize the surface charge. After many
pulse cycles, an equilibrium is reached, which balances the time-averaged plasma electron
current with the plasma ion and secondary electron currents.



5.3.0.1 Substrate Bias Frequency Elffects

The surface potential voltage that is required to balance the plasma electron with

the plasma ion and secondary electron currents is highly dependent on the pulsing fre

quency (fp). In the limit of fp 0, the pulsing becomes negligible, the plasma electrons

have plenty of time to neutralize the positive charge in between each pulse, and the

equilibrium Vg approaches the floating potential (usually a negative value). As the fre

quency of pulsing increases, the time available for to satisfy Equation (5-8) becomes

successively smaller. To offset this reduction in time, Vg and Vqx increase in order to

draw more electron current from the plasma. Eventually, as fp ->«, or the

duty factor 1, the pulsing becomes DC like, and Vg rises uncontrollably, causing cata

strophic oxide failure soon after implantation begins.

The frequency dependence of the pulsing equilibrium Vqx is graphed for the gen

eral wafer in Figure 5-5. Minimum damage results when IVqxI = 0, which for the simu

lated 1ps/5kV ideal pulse, occurs at 150 kHz. This substrate bias effect on oxide

charging has been experimentally confirmed by En [5-6].

5.3.1 Substrate Effect

The surface voltage of the gate equilibrates to approximately the same voltage,

irregardless of the substrate type. But, some voltage may be dropped in the substrate if

a depletion region is present, which will reduce the voltage across the gate oxide, reduc

ing the damage.

The maximum steady-state voltage dropped in a depletion region for an inverted

channel (i.e. Vg > Vthreshoid) 's:

kT,
^deplo ~ ^ q (5-10)

where Vdepio. T, Ngh, and nj are the thermal equilibrium depletion voltage, the substrate

temperature, channel doping, and the intrinsic carrier level, respectively. Since the
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Figure 5-5 Substrate Pulsing Frequency Effect
Withoutany substi-ate bias, IVo^l is equal to the floating potential. As the frequency increases,

theneutralizing timefor plasmaelectrons decreases, requiring Vqx to rise in order to increasethe
plasma electron current. Eventually, thefrequency becomes so high thatto balance all the
currents, changessign fromnegative to positive, and increasesrapidly. Simulation
parameters are: lps/5kV pulses, O.lps rise and fall times, 10 nm gate oxide, 3.76*10'̂ cm*^
Argonion density, 4eV electron temperature, and a 13.23V plasmapotential.

depletion region is formed underneath the gate oxide, the doping concentration directly

beneath the oxide in the channel region determines the depletion width. For a 10^^ cm"^

doped channel, Vdepi equals -0.82V. Therefore, in steady-state, the depletion region

lowers the gate oxide voltage stress by 0.82V. If the channel is not inverted, V^epi will be

lower.

Non-steady state situations occur when the voltage on the gate changes more

rapidly than the inversion carriers form or recombine. In this situation, the depletion

width modulates instead of the inversion carriers. This results in a depletion width differ

ent than the steady-state, which decays to the steady-state value on the order of the car

rier generation/recombination rate, which typically ranges from |is to ms. The larger

depletion widths occurring in transient situations protect the gate oxide more than the

steady-state depletion region, with voltage drops inthe depletion region exceeding 1 volt.
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The substrate effect occurs for positive stressing for P-substrates, and negative

stressing for N-substrates. With plasma exposure, the surface voltage is usually nega

tive. Therefore N-substrates will include a depletion region and should show less expo

sure damage. During PHI pulsing, the voltage stress is negative for slow pulsing

frequencies and positive for faster frequencies, and therefore the substrate type that

shows less damage will flip with increasing pulsing frequencies.

For all simulations, the channel region under the IOOA gate oxide is doped 10^^

cm'^.

Figure 5-6 shows PHI damage for 11 nm gate oxides on both N and P substrates

after exposure to identical pulsing conditions, except for the different pulse frequencies.

Plasma exposure was kept constant at 5 minutes, in order to isolate the dose rate effect,

and remove simple plasma exposure damage as a variable. In this experiment, the puls

ing frequency was never high enough to switch the surface voltage from negative to pos

itive, and therefore the N-substrate oxides show lower damage for the entire frequency

range. It is predicted that if the pulsing frequency could be raised further, the P-substrate

would eventually exhibit lower damage than the N-substrate.

5.4 Well Structure Effects

Well structures are essentially p-n diodes, which can either be forward biased or

reverse biased (Figure 5-7). In the forward biased mode, the well drops little voltage and

is like a short. In the reverse biased mode, the well acts like a capacitor, and can support

a significant voltage. The capacitance from the well-bulk junction is determined by the

lower doped region, which is usually the bulk. Therefore, well structures on the wafer

change the surface potential, thus alteringthe oxide charging damage. In the simulation

two different well structures are compared, P-Well and N-Well. For each case, the sub

strate is doped lO^^cm"^.
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Figure 5-6 Damage Comparing N-Substrates and P-Substrates
The N-substrate showslowerdamagefor all duringnegativestressing becauseof the presence

ofadepletion region inthe substrate. P-Substrales show lower damage for positive stressing. In
this experiment, the relatively low pulsing frequencies resulted innegative stress fortheentire
range.

5.4.1 N-well

An N-well beneath the gate oxide effectively adds a diode in series (Figure 5-7).

Assuming that all the charge leaks outof the well before pulsing begins, the initial equi

librium is the same as the no well case with V^ell = ^ox = Vs= Vf. During pulsing,

the charge in the well does not necessarily have time to leak out, producing a voltage

drop across the well junction. With positive charge deposition the N-well is reverse

biased, and from Poisson's equation, with an abrupt, one-sided junction
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Figure 5-7 Well Simulation Model

Simulation model for wells. The difference between a P-well and an N-well is the polarity of
the diode. The parallel capacitor includesjunction and transit time capacitances,while
generation in the space charge region is included as the leakage mechanism.
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(Qwell)^
well = 2qe^N3„b

where Ngub. Vweih Qweii, and Eg are the bulk doping concentration, the well voltage, well

stored depletion charge, and silicon permittivity, respectively. As shown in Figure 5-8,

when the pulse is turned off, the well voltage makes Vg more positive, increasing J©.

Additionally, because the reverse-biased capacitance of the low doped well junction is

much less than the oxide capacitance, a small amount of stored charge will raise Vg sig

nificantly. Therefore, in order to achieve the necessary surface potential rise to the new

equilibrium, Vqx does not have to increase much because the well capacitance supports

the extra voltage. This results in a smallAVqx during pulsing, as compared to the no well

case.

5.4.2 P-well

The initial equilibrium is the same the two previous cases, with Vqx = Vg = Vf, and

Vweii = 0. During the pulse, the positive charge deposition forward biases the P-well,

which then drops a smallforward voltage, and stores a correspondingly small amount of

injected minority carriers (Figure 5-9). Then, when the pulse is turned off, the electron

current deposits negative charge on the surface, which reduces the charge stored in the

well and eventually reverse biases it, reducing Vg quadratically (Equation (5-11)). This

super-linear reduction in Vg repels plasma electrons, decreasing the net Jg during the

pulse-offstage. Therefore, in equilibrium Vg must be more positivethan the no well case

to compensate for the reduction in Jg, with a significant share of the extra voltage drop

ping across the gate oxide. This results In a larger AVqx for the P-well case.

Table 5-1 summarizes the well effect during the initial equilibrium, pulse on, and

pulse off stages. Simulated transient results for Vqx for the different well cases are

shown in Figure 5-10. For each case Vqx begins at Vf, and then adjusts to a new equilib

rium based on the frequency of pulsing, the duty factor, and the pulse voltage. The fig-
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Figure 5-8 Pin Pulsing with an N-Well

The N-Well is reversebiasedduringPill pulsing. Thepositivechargedeposition reverse biases
thewell, which increases the surface voltage (Vj). Because of therelatively small capacitance
of a well, a small amount of storedchargeraises Vj considerably. This in turn increasesthe
plasma electron current during the pulse off stage. Therefore, the well supports the exu-a voltage
rather than the gate oxide.

ure of merit is AVqx- Compared to the no well case, a P-well results in a larger AVq^,

while an N-well results in a smaller AVqx-

5.4.3 Leakage Current

In Figure 5-11, the well potential is shown. The N-Well is always reverse biased

with an offset from zero, which is the main reason why AVqx is so much smaller for the N-

Well case (Figure 5-10). If this offset charge leaks out over time, theeffect of the N-Well

will be diminished. In contrast, since there is no permanent stored charge in the P-Well
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Figure 5-9 PIII Pulsing with a P-Well

During the pulse on time, the P-Weli is forward biased, and conducts the implantedcharge
through to the back contact. Then, during the pulse off lime, the plasma electron current
reverse-biases the well, and creates a negative voltage that repels additional plasma electrons,
reducing Je- Thenet effectof the well, is to eventually makethe morepositive to
compensate for the negative well voltage.

Table 5-1 Well Effect for the Three Stages of PIII

Initial Equilibrium

Pulse On

Pulse Off

N-Well

no charge

Reverse-biased

Reverse-biased

(Increases J©)

P-Wel!

no charge

Forward Biased

Reverse-biased

(Decreases J©)
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Figure 5-10 Well EfTect on

Transientanalysisof duringpulsingwithwells. beginsat the floating potential, and
thenadjustsuntil the timeaverage flux to thesurface is equal to zero. The effectof thewells is
to alter the equilibrated Vq^. The P-Well results in a morepositiveVqx, whilean N-wellresults
in a more negative Vo^.

case (it switches from forward to reverse biased with each half cycle), the P-Well effect

will not be diminished by leakage as long as the carrier generation rate is less than the

pulsing frequency.

The leakage rate for the reverse biased wells is highly dependent on the light

intensity during the plasma processing. Without light, leakage is low; for the wells fabri-
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Figure 5-11 Well Voltage during Processing
The simulated well voltages for a 5*10^^ doped substrate. The N-well has a DC offset, which

over time, maybe reducedby leakage. If the welllosses its offset, the effectof the wellon gate
oxide charging is reduced. TheP-Well changes from forward toreverse biased with eachpulse,
and therefore, leakage is only important if it is significantwithin one pulse.

cated the leakage was less than l^iA/cm^ at -5V. With unobstructed illumination, the

leakage jumps by orders of magnitude, to over ImA/cm^. The leakage rate depends on

how much light reaches the underlying silicon, and would be reduced by absorption or

reflection by surface layers, such as the poly gate, LOCOS oxide, metal layers, and inter-

leveldielectric. For Pill processing, charge deposition rates typically range around 1mA/

cm^. Therefore, the well effect may be nullified by leakage under high wafer illumination,

with low absorption by overlaying layers.
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5.4.4 Well and Substrate Effect

In the previous sections, the weli and substrate effects were de-coupied, but to

form an accurate model they must be combined. Whenever there is an N-weil, the chan

nel will be doped n-type. If the stressing voltage is negative, then both the substrate and

weli effect will affect gate oxide damage. With the same analysis, the P-well contains p-

type channel doping, which wiii have a depletion region when Vqx > 0. Therefore, both

the substrate and well effects will occur during positive stressing, which occurs for PHI at

very high frequencies.

5.4.5 Experimental Verification

Toverify the well and substrate effects, two different wafers, an N-substrate with a

P-well, and a P-substrate with an N-weii, with llnm gate oxides were implanted at vary

ing frequencies. The ECR power was 900W, the puise voltage was 2.5kV, the pulse

width 1ps, the pulse fail time -35 fis, and the pulsing frequencies were from

100Hz - 22kH2. C-V measurements quantified the damage for each condition (Figure 5-

12). All four curves follow the same trend, initially showing slightly higher damage with

pulsing frequency, until at high frequency the damage is reduced. The initial rise in dam

age can be attributed to the increase inwafer temperature as the pulse frequency

increases [5-7]. Then as the frequency increases further, the damage fails as predicted

bysimulation (Figure 5-5). The N-Weil, and N-substrate showless damage then the P-

reglons on the same wafer. This is due to the depletion region underneath the gate oxide

reducing Vqx- The pulsing frequency was never fast enough to change the surfacevolt

age from negative to positive, and therefore the P's nevershowed less damage, as is

predicted for very high frequencies (Figure 5-5). We expectthe substrate and well effects

to be more prominent when combined with antennas.
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Figure 5-12 Experimental Data for Well Effect
Generated interface traps for4 different structures: N-Well/P-Substrate, and P-Well/N-

Substrate. All 4 curvesfollow the samegeneral trendpredictedby themodel. Becauseof a
depletion region, then-doped channel region devices exhibitless damage.
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5.4.6 The Effect of Different Well Structures

The well effects shown In the simulations are highly sensitive to the capacitance

of the well. A larger capacitance well will support less voltage for the same charge,

reducing the effect. For the well effect to be significant Cweii« Cqx- Various well struc

tures are qualitatively ranked by the degree of the simulated well effect (Figure 5-13).

The lower doped side dominates the capacitance of the junction. The high doping on

both sides of the triple well junction results in the highest capacitance, and the least

amount of well effect.

Twin Well

P-sub

Retrograde Well

P-sub

TViple Well

P-sub

Poly

Poly

Poly

N/P-sub Well Junction
Similar Capacitance
as Single Well

N'^'/P-sub Well Junction
Up to 50% decrease
in Capacitance

N+/p+ Well Junction
High Capacitance
for Both Wells.
Almost Complete
Elimination of Well Effect

Figure 5-13 Well Effect Comparisons

The choice of well structure detennines the degree of well effect, with higher capacitance well
structures exhibiting less effect on charging.
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5.5 Charging Damage and Dielectric Substrates

Using the fully coupled SPICE model, charging damage is simulated for dielectric

substrates, such as occurs with thin film transistors and silicon on insulator technologies.

The model assumes fully insulating substrates with negligible leakage currents. As in

the well and substrate simulations, the time-average equilibrium surface potential is

determined by the pulsing conditions. The effect of sub-surface structures is to simply

alter the percentage of Vg that drops across the gate oxide. With perfectly insulating

substrates, a simple capacitor divider model is appropriate. Since the insulating sub

strate capacitance will usually be much smaller than the gate oxide capacitance, the

majority of the surface potential drops across the substrate and not the gate oxide.

Therefore, gate oxides should show little charging damage during processing with insu

lating substrates. This does not hold when the gate oxide is attached to a charge collect

ing antenna, as is described in the following section.

5.6 Antenna Effect

In real wafers, gates are not isolated from one another, but are connected

together with either metal or poly lines. These conducting paths usually run over thick

dielectric isolating material, such as LOCOS oxide (Figure 5-14). The capacitance of the

LOCOS oxide is much less than the gate oxide, leading to a different surface voltage

across the wafer for uniform charge deposition across the wafer. Charge will then flow

from the interconnect to the gate to equalize the voltages. Ifthe electric field across the

gate oxide exceeds the tunneling field, stress and damage result. This tunneling of

charge from a large collecting area (the antenna) to the gate oxide is called the antenna

effect.
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Gate oxide

Figure 5-14 Typical Antenna Structure.

The capacitancedifferencebetweenthe LOCOS oxideand the gateoxide results in charge
transfer to the gate oxide, increasing the gate oxide damage.

5.6.1 Conventional Antenna Effect

For a given charge deposition, the voltage generated across the gate oxide is a

function of the ratio of capacitance of the gate oxide and the LOCOS oxide, and the ratio

of the areas of the gate and the interconnect:

(AR+l)Qd^_
V = (5-12)

ox aR • C -I- C ox ^ '
^ ant ox

where Vqx. Qdep. Cqx. Cant> and AR are the oxide voltage, charge deposited per unit

area, the oxide capacitance per unit area, the antenna capacitance per unit area, and the

antenna ratio The antenna effect is not the result of charge build-up over
^ gate area

many pulse cycles, as is the case in the previous sections, but rather manifests from the

charge deposited from single pulses. The antennas generally act as voltage like

sources, since the amount of charge deposited on the antenna exceeds the charge tun

neling through the gate oxide by an order of magnitude. This is shown in Figure 5-15,

which shows a simulation of tunneling current from an instantaneous 10''̂ /cm^ deposi

tion across the wafer, with a gate oxide of Snm, LOCOS of 200nm, and an antenna ratio

of 100. The peak electric field is 13.5 MV/cm, which decays to 10.5MV/cm inlOps. After

the first couple microseconds, the tunneling current is reduced dramatically, keeping the



electric field above 10MV/cm. This response is nearly universal, with the tunneling cur

rent quickly bringing the electric field down to ~10MV/cm irregardless of antenna size.

Since the antenna effect occurs during single pulses, the only ways to eliminate

the effect Is to limit the amount of charge deposited per pulse, limit the antenna size, or

provide a leakage path for the antenna through a connection to the substrate.

5.6.2 Dielectric Substrate Antenna Effect

The thick buried dielectric (BOX) in SGI devices profoundly affects gate oxide

charging and the antenna effect. As before, the capacitance to ground is lower over the

field regions than the gate oxide regions, generating larger voltages for uniform charge

deposition. Charge then flows from the field regions to the gate regions to equalize the

voltages. The difference between SGI and bulk devices is that the capacitance in the

gate regions is not simply the capacitance of the gate oxide, but rather the capacitance

of the gate oxide in series with the BGX. The buried layer will usually be at least a mag

nitude thicker than the gate oxide, reducing the capacitance by a similar value. There

fore, little charge needs to flow to build-up enough voltage across the gate oxide/Box

system to have the voltage equal to the field oxide/BGX value. Therefore, poly anten

nas should not increase gate oxide damage significantly, since the BGX layer supports

the extra voltagegenerated bythe antenna, not the gate oxide. These results have been

confirmed experimentally [5-8, 5-9].

5.6.3 Well Antenna Effect

.In general, the antenna effect arises from surface voltage variations from varying

capacitances across the wafer. Inthe previous sections, the capacitance variations were

due to the different thicknesses of the LGGGS and gate oxide. A spatially varying Vg

results in charge transfer from the low capacitive region (LGGGS) to the high capacitive
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Figure 5-15 Simulated I\inneling Current and Gate Voltage with Antenna
Simulation for an instantaneous charge deposition of10^^/cm^ across an antenna with a

LOCOS of 200nm and an antenna ratio of 100. The antenna is connected to a 5 nm gate oxide,
(b) shows the electric field across the gate oxide, while (c) shows the tunneling current through
the gate oxide. The gate oxide quickly conducts enough charge to reduce the field to about
lOMV/cm, at which time the antenna then acts like a voltage source, rather than a current
source.
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With SGI devices, a buried oxide resides beneath all device structures adding a parallel
capacitance.
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Figure 5-17 Well Antenna Effect

Change inoxide voltage asa function of time duetoa pulse voltage biasfora thin oxide over P-type Sianda thin
oxideover P-type Si electrically connected to an oxideoveran N-well. The wellcapacitance generates an antenna
like effect that enhances the P-substrategate oxide voltage, as compared to the no well case. The simulation
conditions are a 5kV/ 2|is pulse with lOOnm gate oxides.

region (gate oxide) equalizing the voltage. These currents increase the voltagestress for

the gate oxide. The weil aiso adds a capacitor in series with the gate oxide, resulting in

an effective capacitance:

^eff "
1

1 1
(5-13)

OX 'well

where Cqx. Cweii» and Ceff are the gate oxide capacitance, well junction capacitance and

the effective total capacitance, respectively. The difference in capacitance across the
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waferdue to the well Isanalogous to the spatialcapacitance variation due to the field and

gate oxide regions that generates the conventional antenna effect.

In the case of an N-well CMOS inverter, where two gates are connected together,

charge flows from the N-well gate (lower capacitive region) to the P-substrate gate

(higher capacitive region), increasing the stress for the P-substrateoxide. In Figure 5-

17, the well antenna effect nearly doubles Vqx for the P-substrate gate, significantly

increasingthe stressing voltage. Since the increased Vqx occurs over just one pulse, the

well antenna effect is significant for generation rates slower than the pulse, nominally

2[iS.

5.7 Conclusion

Gate oxide charging continually presents a question mark for plasma processing,

especially Pill. As gate oxides become thinner, concern becomes greater. In order to

measure gate oxide charging damage, interface trap densities are extracted byC-V

methods. With plasma exposure, the wafer surface potential equals the plasma floating

potential, usually a negative value. If Vf is great enough, oxide damage may occurwith

simple plasma exposure. During PHI, the voltage on the surface of the waferadjusts

until the plasma electron current during the pulse off time balances the plasma ion and

secondary electron current during the pulse. The faster the pulsing frequency, the more

positive the equilibrium surface potential mustbe to attract additional plasma electrons.

Since the initial equilibrium voltage is negative (it is Vf), as the surface potential becomes

more positive it must go through zero at some pulsing frequency. This frequency is usu

ally quite high, above 25 kHz.

It has been shown through simulation that wells and the substrate type have a

significant impacton the overall induced gate oxide stress. Adepletion region protects

an n-type doped channel oxide when Vqx < 0, and a p-type doped channel oxide when

Vox > 0. Compared to a structure without a well, an N-well oxide charges more nega-
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tively, while a P-well oxide charges more positively. The amount of well effect present

depends on the leakage rate, but as long as the rate is longer than the pulse width, some

effect will be present. The well effect is extremely sensitive to the well junction capaci

tance, and becomes smaller as the well capacitance increases. Experiments confirm the

charging trend with frequency and that n-doped channel devices exhibit less damage

than their p-channel doped counterparts. Overall, wells and substrate type can have an

impact on oxide charging, and must be considered in the formulation ofa global charging

model.

Antenna effects arise from spatially varying surface potentials resulting from spa

tially varying capacitances across the wafer. These capacitance variations arise in a

number ofways, either from capacitive differences from gate oxide to LOCOS or from N-

Well to P-Well. Charge transfers from the low capacitive regions to the high capacitive

regions equalizing the voltages. These currents increase the voltage stress for the gate

oxide.

Through simulation and experiment gate oxide charging can be understood and

controlled in plasma processing and Pill.
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Conclusion

Construction of the plasma model has a wide array of applications in plasma pro

cessing. The complete model merges three different sub-sections: the plasma model,

the wafer structure model, and the substrate bias model. The plasma model encom

passes the plasma ion current density (Jjon)» P'asma electron current density (Jg), sec

ondary electron current density (Jge). and displacement current density (Jdisp)- The

plasma model consists of a set of physically derived differential equations with no fitting

parameters; a Langmuir Probe measurement provides all the necessary variables. The

wafer structure model is a translation of the structures into circuit equivalent devices.

Finally, the substrate bias is modeled as a voltage or current source with parallel and

series non-ideal elements. The model may be solved in a fully-coupled mode, where all

three sections are combined and solved simultaneously. Ifthe substrate is conducting

{i.e. a simple bulk silicon wafer), the model may be solved in a de-coupled mode, where

the plasma ion currents and plasma sheath thicknesses are solved independently of the

wafer structure model. The de-coupled mode affords a magnitude increase in computa

tional speed. Two platforms have been used for the modeling work, MATLAB and

SPICE. SPICE allows easy incorporation of extra circuit elements and the modeling of

the wafer structures, and solves the fully coupled mode best. On the other hand, MAT-

LAB contains more flexible differential equation solvers, but lacks the built in circuit mod

els of SPICE.

Gate oxide charging during plasma processing, and more specifically to Pill, is

one application of the model. During plasma processing, the plasma initially biases all
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floating surfaces (Including gate oxides) to the plasma floating potential, usually a nega

tive value. During pulsing, the plasma ions and ejected secondary electrons deposit

positive charge on the wafer surface. In between pulses, the plasma electrons attempt

to neutralize this positive charge. The steady-state gate voltage during processing is

that which balances all of the plasma currents such that no net current reaches the

wafer. For Pill, lowpulsing frequencies induces a negative gate bias. As the pulsing fre

quency increases, the gate bias becomes more positive, passing through zero, and

eventually becoming highly positive.

By exposing large area gate capacitors to a varying pulsing frequencies, the

charging damage trends predicting by the simulation have been confirmed. Comparing

before and after quasi-static G-V measurements provides a tool for monitoring gate oxide

damage. As pulsing frequency increases, chargingdamage initially increases due to the

wafer heating, than starts to decrease as the gate bias becomes more positive and

approaches zero.

The presence of a depletion region beneath the gate oxide diminishes charging

damage, and therefore the level of damage correlates to substrate type. N-substrates

contain a depletion region during negative stressing, and P-substrates during positive

stressing. Experimental data confirm the substrate effect. The presence of wells also

affect charging damage. N-Wells result in more negative stressing of the gate oxide,

while P-Wells cause more positive stressing.

With Pill, the model can compute the amount of Implanted ion energy spread.

There are three sources of energy spread in a standard PHI implant: excessively long

rise times, matrix sheath implantation, and fall time implantation. Implantation with

dielectric substrates adds two more energy corrupting sources. Part of the applied bias

couples directlyto the dielectric substrate, and during the implant a significantvoltage

builds-up across the substrate opposing the substrate bias and reducing the implant volt-
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age. By understanding the sources of energy spread, the pulsing conditions can be

properly optimized to obtain acceptable spreads.

As oxides continue to scale, gate oxide charging becomes a larger issue. Oxides

less than 5nm thick begin to operate in the direct tunneling regime, amplifying the tunnel

ing current for a constant electric field stress. For a constant voltage stress, the electric

field increases proportionally with thickness reduction, increasing the tunneling current

even more. The saving grace for ultra-thin oxides is their higher charge to breakdown.

To determine whether ultra-thin oxides suffer more damage, the increase in tunneling

current must be weighed against the increase in damage immunity. By incorporating the

correlation between tunneling current and actual damage, the model will be able to pre

dict the damage trends with ultra-thin oxides.

Currently the model is limited to pulse biases less than 1Mhz. Additional modules

need to be added to accurately model RF type substrate biases. The effect of non-ideal

source effects, and the effect of the matching network on charging damage may be

explored further.

In, summary, the plasma model aids in the prediction of gate oxide charging dam

age, and for Pill, the implantation dose and implant energy characteristics. Through the

model, the plasma characteristics and the substrate bias may be optimized to achieve

the desired process results.
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Appendix A

Symbol Page
A Area.

AR Antenna Ratio which is the Antenna area divided by the gate area.

C Generalized capacitance.

Cbox Capacitance of the buried oxidefound in SO! devices.

Cpox Capacitance of the field oxide.

CV Capacitance Voltage curve.

Cdepi Capacitance of the silicon depletion region beneath the gate oxide.
Ceff Effective capacitance for a combination ofparallel and series capaci

tances.

Chf High Frequency capacitance of a MOS system.

Cjt Interface trap capacitance.

Cox Capacitance of gate oxide.

Cpiasma Capacitance of plasma sheath.
Cqs The Quasi-Static capacitance of a MOS system.
Cqsi Undamaged Quasi-Static capacitance of a MOS capacitor.
Cqs2 "Damaged" Quasi-Static capacitance of a MOS capacitor.
Cs Plasma sheath capacitance.

Csub Capacitanceofsubstrate. This is significant for dielectric substrates.

Cweii Instantaneous capacitance of the well junction, which is part of the well
model.

AVqx Change in the gate oxide voltage from intial equilibrium.

Djt Interface face trap density. The units are cm-2ev-1 or cm-2 depending
on the context.

Dwell Name for diode in well model.
HP High Frequency.
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Generalized current.

DT Direct tunneling current through the gate oxide.

FN Fowier Nordheim tunneling current through the gate oxide,

disp Plasma displacement current.

e

i

se

Plasma electron current.

Plasma ion current

Secondary electron current.

sh Current sinked by a shunt resistor in the matching network. This cur
rent drains power from the pulser, reducing the maximum amount of
implant power

Kotai Total current during a pulse

J+ Total positive current density. This is the sum of the secondary electron
and plasma ion densities.

Jdlsp Plasma displacement current density.
Je Plasma electron current density.

Jj Plasma ion current density.

Jse Secondary electron current density.

K-i Materials constant for direct tunneling current calculations.

K2 Materials constant for Fowler-Nordheim tunneling current calculations.

M Ion Mass.

Nch Channel doping concentration.

Nsub Doping concentration of the substrate.

Plow Percentage of ions that implant with less then Vpulse during the pulse.

Os Potential of the Silicon/Oxide interface.

QS Quasi-Static

Qbd The charge to breakdown of a gate oxide.

Qdep Total charge deposited per pulse.
Qweii Charge in the well junction depletion region.

Rsh Shunt Resistance Value in the pulse supply matching network

T Temperature.

Tg Electron temperature in eiectron volts.
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Vdepi Instantaneous voltage dropped across the silicon depletion layer.
Vdepio The thermal equilibrium voltage maintained by the silicon depletion

layer.

Vf Plasma floating potential.

Vfb Platband of the MOS system.

Vg Voltage applied to the gate in a CV sweep.
Vj Energy of implanted ions.

Vmax Maximum voltage dropped across the sheath.

Vq Instantaneous applied voltage.

Vox oxide voltage.

Vp Plasma potential.

Vpuise The maximum magnitude of the voltage pulse. This corresponds to the
value of the pulse during the hold time of the pulse.

Vg Instantaneous sheath voltage.

Vg Substrate surface potential.

Vgub Voltage dropped across dielectric substrate.

Vweii Voltage dropped across the well junction.

5 Implant energy spread. Defined as the differences between the implant
energy at the onset of the hold time and the end of the hold time.

eo Permittivity of free space.

Eg Permittivity of silicon.

f Pulse frequency

y Secondary electron yield per impinging ion.

k Boltzmann's constant.

k Secondary electron yield constant relating implant voltage and yield,

m Electron mass.

njiff Number of ions that diffuse across the sheath boundary.

"expand Number of ions that are uncovered by the expanding sheath.
nf Number of ions that implant during the fall time. This is the sum of nfdiff

and ngmax-

"fdiff Number of ins that diffuse across the substrate during the fall time,
nj Plasma Ion Density, or intrinsic carrierdensity in Silicon.
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"matrix Number of ions in the matrix sheath.

"smax Number of ions in the sheath when the sheath thickness is s^ax-
Silicon to Silicon Dioxide barrier. Usually assumed to be 3.2eV.

q Unsigned charge of an electron or ion.

s Sheath width.

Sc Steady state Child Law sheath thickness.

Sm Matrix sheath thickness.

Smax sheath thickness during the pulse.

tc Ion transit time across a steady state Child Law sheath.

tc2 Ion transit time across a steady state Child Law sheath assuming no
further acceleration.

tf Fall time of pulse.

ton 0^ pulse.

tox Thickness of gate oxide.

tr Rise time of pulse.

tw Pulse width

Ub Bohm velocity.

V ion velocity.

Ve electron velocity.

Vs Distributed sheath velocity. This is used instead of Bohm velocity for
Electron Cyclotron Resonance Plasmas.

X Distance from substrate.

Tj Coupling Efficiency. Defined as the percentage of the applied bias that
couples to sheath as compared to the substrate.
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Appendix B

De-Coupled Library Example

As Stated In Chapter 3, there are two methods of solving the plasma/wafer struc

ture system under an applied bias, either fully coupled or de-coupled. The fully coupled

method solves all currents and voltages simultaneously, while the de-coupled mode

solves the differential equation for the plasma solution Independent of the currents and

voltages on the wafer. De-coupling the plasma and the wafer structures increases the

calculation speed, since there are fewer simultaneous equations to solve self-consls-

tently. The only assumption necessary with de-coupled method Is that the surface volt

age of the substrate Is nearly equal to the applied bias. Stated another way, the

substrate must be conducting, and therefore the de-coupled mode Is not sufficient for

dielectric substrates such as thin film transistors and sllicon-on-lnsulator technologies.

Since the plasma electron current Is sensitive to fractions of a volt differences In the sur

face voltage of the wafer. It must always be solved simultaneouslywith the wafer struc

tures.

Besides the Immediate decrease In computational complexity, the de-coupled

method allows for the storage of plasma solutions to be recycled many times with differ

ent wafer structures, further reducing CPU time. This process of storing plasma solu

tions Is diagramed In Figure B-1.

In order to Illustrate the benefit of the library of solutions, I will step through an

example for determining the effectof wells on gate oxide charging. The first step Is to

solve the plasma and sheath for each situation. The Sheath Transient Analyzer Is fed

the plasma characteristics and an applied bias. For this example nj=5*10^^/cm®,

Vf =-5.5, Vp = 13.23, Te =4, and the gas Is Argon. The applied bias is a -2kV / 100kHz
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Figure B-1 De-Coupled Modular Pm Model

In thede-coupled approach, thesheath thickness andtheplasma currents, except Jg, aresolved independently of
the waferstructures, allowing a magnitude increase in computational speed. The de-coupled methodapplies when
the surfacevoltageis nearly equal to theappliedbias,implying a conducting substrate. Thepresenceof a
capacitive substrate precludes theuse ofthede-coupled model. The sheath andplasma currents solutions arestored
ina library, allowing them tobe computed only once. Then, foreach different wafer structure set-up, thelibrary is
accessed for the plasma currents. 9g



pulse train. The plasma sheath solver output Is the sheath thickness, plasma ion current,

plasma displacement current, and secondary electron current as a function of time (Fig

ure B-2). This solution is stored to disk for later retrieval.

Now that the sheath has been calculated, the current and voltages on the wafer

need to be computed. The inputs for the Device Transient Analyzer are the name of the

file with the saved sheath solution, and the wafer structure models. For this simple

example, the model will be a substrate with a gate oxide. The DeviceTransient Analyzer

solves the current and voltages for the gate oxide, substrate, and the plasma electron

current. The plasma electron current must be solved in union with the wafer structures,

since it is extremely sensitive to small changes in the surface voltage, such as the volt

age drop across a gate oxide. Figure B-3 plotsVqx for this system. Fora full explanation

of the time response of Vqx see Chapter 4. To compute the effect of a well structure on

Vox, the Device Transient Analyzer is given the name of the file with the storedsheath

solution (the same filename as before), and the new waferstructure model including the

P-well. With the results of the Device Transient Analyzer, the effect of the P-Well on gate

oxide charging is shown in Figure B-3. As can be seen, the P-Well results in a larger

change in voltage across the oxide than without a well. This effect is described in detail

in Chapter 4.

In order to solve the effect of the well structure, the Sheath Transient Analyzer is

only executed once. It is not necessary to solvethe Sheath Transient Analyzer every

time, which speeds up the total computational time. The effectof other device structures

could be investigated simply by inputting the new device structure models and the saved

sheath solution into the Device Transient Analyzer.

It is possible, to create a library of solutions for different applied biases and

plasma conditions solving the Sheath Transient Analyzer for each condition and saving

the output in a file. Once the library is created, investigating the effect of different plasma
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Figure B-2 Sheath Transient Analyzer Output

The Sheath Transient Analyzer output for a typical plasma condition (npS'lO^^/cm^, Vf =-5.5,
Vp =13.23, Tg =4) and a-2 kV/lOOkHz appli^ bias. The sheath solution shows sheath
expansion to about5 mm before thepulse ends. Theioncurrent follows a typical curve, with a
shaipinitialpeak, followed bya decay, reaching zerowhilethesheath is collapsing. Thisoutput
is saved in a file for future use be the Device Transient Analyzer.
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Figure B-3 Devicelyansient Analyzer Output
Some ofthe output infonnation from the DeviceTransient Analyzer. This figure compares the

change in gate oxide voltage during pulsing. The Sheath Transient Analyzer library solution and
the device models arethe input for the Device Transient Analyzer. The sheath is solved only
once, and then referenced by the Device Transient Analyzer twice. This translates toa savings
in computation.

conditions with different wafer structures is as easy as remembering the name of the

saved sheath solution and inputting it into the Device Transient Analyzer.

De-coupling the computation of thesheath solution and the device transients

saves considerable CPU time. The solution itself is simplerto calculate, since fewer

ecjuations are solved simultaneously, reducing the complexity of the problem. Secondly,

by referring to the library of sheath solutions, the sheath only needs to be solved once,

andthen inputted innumerable times as the input into the Device Transient Analyzer.

The combination of these two benefits reduces computation time, allowing investigation
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of more complex situations and the inclusion of more wafer structures, leading to a more

complete picture of gate oxide charging.
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